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guess you fellows have gone far .enough!" exclaimed Young Wild West. "If there is going to
be any shooting don.e around here we will take a hand in the game!" The
tenderfoot got up and leaued against the bar.
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Young Wild West After the Claim-Jumpers
-OR,-

TAMINO A TOUGH TOWN
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
TllE KENTUCKY COLONEL AND HIS CHAMPION.

When the stage-coach pulled up in front of the post-office at
Silver City, one afternoon in November, a few years ago, the
usual crowd of miners, cowboys, card sharps and the rest of
the contingent that goes to make up a hustling Western town
had gathered in front of the building.
·
The arrival of the mail was a thing the population looked
for-not because every -0ne expected to receive· letters or papers, but because it was a regular form established by a
precedent; and though many of the inhabitants had no idea
of receiving a letter, and would not have been able to read it
if they had, they seldom missed being there when the names·
of the lucky ones were read off by the postmaster's wife in a
drawling monotone.
At the time of which we write Silver City was in its earliest
infancy.
The population numbered something like one hundred and
sixty, of which at least one hundred and twenty-five were men,
the balance being women and children.
Among the passengers to alight from the mail coach on this
particular afternoon was a tall man, conspicuous in an alpaca
coat and a big slouch hat. He carried a dilapidated carpet-bag
and a cane that was thick and heavy enough to answer the
purpose of a club, should it be necessary to use it for such
a purpose.
The lower part of the man's face was adorned by a very
heavy mustache that had undoubtedly once been black, though
it was now painfully sprinkled with gray.
He was the first to alight, and when he had stepped upon
the walk in front of the post-office he halted and turned to
watch the rest of the passengers get -0ut of the vehicle.
There were only three of them, and those in the crowd who
happened to be looking at them noticed that they wore broad
grins on · their faces.
Clearing his throat, the tall man with the big slouch hat exclaimed:
·
"Now, then, suhs, I want to know which of you it was who
stole my bottle of Bourbon! I am not a man to be trifled with,
suhs! I am Colonel Cobb, of Kentucky, and, by Jupiter! I'm
a direct descendant of a family of fire-eaters. The man that
took my Bourbon whisky has got to suffer, suhs!"
"You told us that before, colonel," answered one of the men,
who was a wicked-looking fellow with a scraggy, red beard.
"You've said that same thing a dozen times since we left Las
Cruces. We all know that you are a Kentucky colonel, an'
that you belong to a fire-eatln' family. An', colonel, we know
fur sartin that your bottle of com-juice is gone. It went early
in ther game, an' I must ea y it waG very good stuff. No one
stole it; thcr tc.ree of us jes t drank it up, didn't we, boys?"

"That's right!"
"Yes, we drank it up!"
Then all three of the men laughed, as though it was a very
good joke on the Kentucky colonel.
But he did not take it that way.
On the contrary, he grew very angry.
"Why didn't you tell me you took it when I first missed it,
suh?" he demanded savagely.
"'Cause if we had, you'd raised a rumpus, an then one of us
would have had to shoot yer," said the fellow who had spoken
first.
"By Jupiter!" roared the colonel. "You would have shot
me, huh? You would have shot Colonel Cobb, of Kentucky,
just because you stole his bottle of Bourbon, would you? Why,
you impecunious picayune! You shall meet me in a duel for
that insulting remark, suh!"
"Meet you in a duel!" cried the fellow, his ire beginning to
show. "Why, you thin-legged grasshopper, we don't fight
duels in this part of ther country. Jest dance fur ther amusement of ther crowd, now! Git in lively, you old Bourbon
drinker from Kaintuck! I'm Cayuse Jack, ther toughest man
what ever lived in a tough town!"
Crack! crack! crack!
The wicked-looking man with the scraggy, 1:ed beard was
firing at the ground dangerously close to the colonel's feet before he was aware of what was taking place.
"Dance, you thin-legged grasshopper-dance!"
The angry expression vanished from the colonel's face as if
by magic, and one of extreme fear took its place.
Then he began to hop at a lively rate, until Cayuse Jack had
emptied the chambers of his revolvers.
It was just about this time that three strangers came riding
up.
.
The horses they were mounted upon were certainly fine ones.
One was a beautiful sorrel with flowing · mane, and a tail
that almost touched the ground. Another was a handsome
bay, and the third was an iron-gray.
The three horsemen made a decidedly striking appearance
as they reined in their steeds before the crowd.
Two of them were mere boys, since neither of them had attained their majority, and the other was a tall; finely-built
man of thirty, with a dark, silky beard.
The boy who was mounted on the sorrel was no other than
Young Wild West, the Prince of the Saddle, Champion Deadshot of the West and wealthy young mine owner of the Black
Hills.
The man with the dark, silky beard was Cheyenne Charlie, a
famous government scout, and the other boy was Jim Dart, a
chum -0f Young Wild West.
Doth he and Ch eyenn e Charlie were partners with the young
deadshot in his mining business, and they were also his in-
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variable companions on all the journeys h , made throughout \ At this juncture the other two pa.ssengers of the stage-coach
drew their weapons and started forward, evidently bent upon
'the great West.
The three had come to Silver City to look up some mining finishing the boy.
"Stand right where you are, strangers!" cried Cheyenne
property in the near vicinity that had been offered to them
Cha:r:lie. ''. I reckon it is a case of three agin three, but any one
for a low consideration.
Dusty, thirsty and pretty well worn out from an all-day of us could handle . a couple of such measly coyotes as you
ride, they had hailed the sight of the town with great satis- be, I reckon. If you want to fight it out, jest say ther word! "
"Call it quits, boys," said Cayuse Jack. "I reckon we had
.
faction.
The afternoon was well gone, so they figured that their time our fun with ther Kentucky colonel, anyhow, an' we drank
his Bourbon up, too!"
for a little rest had come.
He turned from the spot and started diagonally across the
But they scarcely got into the town when they saw the
crowd gathered around the post-office and heard the shoot- street for a building that had a sign proclaiming it to be a
hotel, followed by his two companions.
Ing.
Then Colonel Cobb, of Kentucky, stepped out and, taking off
Young Wild West threw back the wealth of chestnut hair
that hung over his shoulders and then took a look at the tough his hat, faced Wild and said:
"I don't know who you are, but, suh, you are what I call
man and his victim.
He had witnessed many similar scenes, and he never Inter- a hero. And, suh, I am going to propose three cheers for you,
suh. Now, then, everybody-altogether, with a will!"
fered, unless he saw that the ruffian was going too far.
The miners and cowboys in the crowd were "just in the
It was his nature to defend the weak and uplift the fallen,
humor to do some yelling, it seemep.
so he could not help the way he acted in that respect.
The little excitement that had just taken place had worked
Just the very moment the three came to a halt Cayuse Jack
them up just enough.
drew another revolver.
They. had never seen a bad man tamed so quickly before,
"Now, then, colonel, you kin stop dancing, and stand right
still in yer tracks," said he. "If you don't, you'll be liable ·to and they looked upon the handsome boy on the sorrel horse
go under, 'cause I'm goin' to scrape ther tops bf yer ears. as being a real wonder.
While they were cheering for him Young Wild West took
Steady, now!"
off his hat and bowed right and left.
"Hold on, stranger!"
He was quite used to that sort of thing by this time, but
The command rang out so sudden that Cayuse Jack gave a
he did not like it, for all that.
start and lowered his revolver.
Not that he was adverse to flattery, but too much of it was
It was Young Wild West who had uttered the words, and
'he now pushed his horse forward till he was right in front of no good, he thought.
Still, the cheering on this occasion was done in pure sinthe tough man.
"What did I hear you say, young feller?" asked Cayuse Jack, cerity.
The colonel had now picked up his carpet-bag and stood
his brows lowering.
"I told you to hold on. What is the use of going any fur- looking aro und, as though undecided as to which way to go.
Presently his eyes rested on another hotel a little further up
,ther with the man? You 've had your fun by making him
dance. I don't believe you are a good enough shot to run the the stre~t, and he started for it.
Young Wild West and his partners turned their horses and
risk of shooting to graze his ears. You would be as apt to
followed in the same direction.
kill him as anything else."
"An' s'pose I did make a mistake an' kill him-what then?"
"We won't·s'pose anything about it, because you are not going to shoot at him!"
CHAPTER II.
"Thank you, young man!" cried the colonel, as he moved
toward the post-office to get out of the tough man's way. "By
OUR FRIENDS HEAR ABOUT THE TOUGH TOWN.
Jupiter! but I'm glad you come!"
Cayuse Jack looked at Young Wild West as though he was
The hotel that Young Wild West and his two partners halted
doubtful as to whether he was dreaming or not.
·
in front of was not a very pretentious place.
Then he turned to his two companions, who stood b~ck a
But it was as good as any in the town, though, and that was
little, their eyes turned toward the newcomers with anything the best they could do about it.
1but a friendly look in them.
While they were tying their horses the Kentucky colonel
"Did you hear what tiler dandified youngster with ther long came up.
hair said, boys?" he asked.
"It is probably a good thing that you came along just as you
"Yes, we heard him," answered one of them.
did, suh!" he exclaimed, stopping in front of Wild. "My blood
"What was it that he said?"
was beginning to boil, suh, and there is no telling what I might
"He said as how you wasn't goin' to shoot at ther colonel have done if you had not interfered. I belong to a race of
any more." •
fighters, suh, and when I once get started, blood flows like
"He did say that, then?"
water, suh!"
"Oh, yes."
"I am real glad that you did not get started, then," an"Then I'll have to shoot at him! Git down off that hoss, swered Wild, who was greatly amused at the way the man
you dandy whipper-snapper! Git--".
talked. "I don't particularly like to see blood flow."
That was all he said just then, for he suddenly became aware
"Pshaw! It is nothing, suh! But, say! Might I ask your
of the fact that the shining barrel of a revolver was pointed name, suh?"
:right at his heart.
"Certainly. My name is Young Wild West, and I hail from
"Just drop that shooter, or I will be compelled to drop it for the town of Weston, away up in the. Black HUis of Dakota.
you, my friend!"
I am down here in New Mexico with my two friends on a
Young Wild West spoke the words in such an easy tone of little business trip."
voice that the men in the crowd looked at him in wonder, while
"Shake hands, suh! I am· Colon'el Cobb, of Kentucky. I am
a low murmur of admiration went up. ·
a direct descendant of a family of fire-eaters. My grandfather
was a colonel in the, Revolutionary War, my father was a
"Drop that shooter!"
This time the command was given in a ringing tone that colonel jn the Mexican War, and I ~erved in the late war. I'm
a real Kentucky colonel, of the genuine stripe, and when I
was business-like and to the point.
But Cayuse was so astonished that he failed t0 let go of it can't get a mint julep I take my Bourbon straight. Kentucky
is the only place in the .wol'ld to live, suh! Give me the blue
·quickly enough to -suit the young deadshot.
grass, the corn-juice and the thoroughbred horses of old KenCrack!
Young Wild West had drawn another revolver with his left tucky every time, suh! You have a nice horse there-bred in
hand and fired quick as a flash, while he still held the other old Kentucky, I'll wager."
"He may have been," said Wild, wishing to allow him to
leveled at the man's heart.
As the report rang out the weapon dropped from Cayuse have his own way about it. "Let me introduce you to my
partners, colonel. This is Cheyenne Charlie, and this is Jim
Jack's hand, :rnd a howl of pain came from his lips.
The bullet had struck the revolver, and, glancing off, had Dart. They are both made out of tt1e right kind of stuff,
though they were not bred in Kentucky."
grazed the fleshy part of his forearm.
''Glad to meet you, suhs; glad to meet yo,1,•· and the colonel
"I have a way of keeping my word when people don't do as
I tell them," said the dashing boy, cal.m ly, "Now, then, my put on a very pompous air, saluting in military style before
,;haking hands with them.
friend, are you satisfied, or do you want any more?"
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"Well, just wait. It may be that Jim is mistaken in his susYoung Wiid West now led the wav into the hotel.
There were not many loungers, since nea,ly everbody was picions. We will know all about it to-morrow morning."
The three passed quite a comfortatle n ight at the hotel, and
over at the post-office.
"\We'll have a drink, suh ! '' exclaimed the colonel, letting his when they got up the next morning and went in to breakfast
carpet-bag drop to the floor wlth a bang, and hitting the bar they fou nd the Kentucky colonel there ahead of them.
The blustering old fellow seemed to be greatly worried over
a smart rap with his cane.
and when Wild asked him what the trouble was, he
something,
bar.
the
behind
man
tile
Queried
be?"
"What' ll it
said:
they
what
take
will
friends
my
suh;
me,
for
julep
"A mint
·
"By Jupiter! I thought I was going to have a right easy
pleB.se."
·'A mint julep, hey?" queried the bartender with a grin. time of it in getting to Tough Town, as my boy calls it, but I
"Where do you think you are, stranger? This h ere is Silver have just learned that the stage-coach only runs to a place
City, an' any one what orders a mint julep, or any other kind called Belt Creek, which is forty miles this side o1 it."
"You kin make ther · rest of ther trip on horseback, can't
of highfalutin' drink here, generally speaks fu r a coffin right
after it. You've got one more chance, stranger! What'll yer you?" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
"I suppose I'll have to, suh. Well, as I ani right smart at
have ?"
riding a horse, I suppose it will be easy enough. But I've been
"A little Kentucky corn-j uice."
"That sounds better; here you are. Now, what'll your thinking--"
"Been thinking what?" asked Wild, finding that he was not
fri ends drink?"
complete the sentence.
'·Have you got any kind of temperance drinks?" asked 'Wild. going tobeen
thinking that the people of Tough 'l'own might
"I've
"Yes, sir! Vi'e've got sody an' sasp'rilla. We're ther only
respect for a Kentucky colonel, after all."
place in town what has got it, too. It will jest cost you fifty not have so much
"You think they might not, eh?"
cents a bottle."
"Y.es, suh!"
"That's cheap enough,'' spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "Wild,
"Well, if the place is anything like what you say it is, I
you an' Jim kin tal-:e a little of that, since you are both teesho11ldn't be su rprised if they did not respect you, colonel.
totn.lers ; I ll try a little of ther colonel's medicine."
They all had their drinks, and the colonel insis ted on paying You will have to take the chances of getting roughly handled,
along with the rest of the tenderfeet that fetch up there, I
the bill.
,
Then he miked if he could be accommodated for the night at suppose."
"Tenderfeet!" and the colonel at once spunked up. "I am
·
the h otel.
no tenderfoot, suh! I am up to the ways of the 1Vest, suh .
He was assured that he could, as were our three friends.
one of the direct descendants of a fall.lily of
It was near supper t ime when they had put their horses Please don'ta call
·
tenderfoot, suh!"
away; and wh:in they next met the Kentucky colonel he was fire-eaters
"I will take that back, then, sir. When does the outfit leave
at tho table.
for Belt Creek?"
During the meal they learned from him that he was on his
"Not till to-morrow morning. I must wait a whole day in
about
was
It
name.
particular
no
had
way to a new town that
this town, suh."
line.
Arizona
the
near
City,
Silver
eighty miles west of
"If you're in so much of a hurry, you kiq. buy a mustang a n'
He had a son there, he said, who had struck it rich, but it
out to-day," observed the scout.
start
his
with
it
leave
to
afraid
was
was such ·a tough town that he
"That would not do, suh ! It would not do, because I would
,
m oney and gold dust.
ake enough Bourbon along with me to last till
Men were shot and killed every day, and not one out of be unable to tdestination,
suh."
my
to
got
I
they
nuggets
and
dust
fifty got away from the town i,yith the
"Why, you kin git there in a day an' a half, an' take ~ easy.
dug out of the strtps of pay-dirt.
would you want for that lit tle time, colo"You see, suh," said Colonel Cobb, "I thought I'd go out How much· liquor
there and escort my boy out of the town. I guess they will be nel?"
"Half a gallon would last me, suh; but I always like to take
liable to show a little f'espect to the boy when they find he is
along a double quan tity. I might meet some friends on the
the son of a Kentucky colonel-a direct descendant of a family way,
you know.''
of fire-eaters."
"Yes, like you did in ther stage-coach yesterday," and Char"I gue3s they will," remarked Jim, smiling as he thought of lie laughed.
th e incident in front of the post-office a short time before.
The colonel looked daggers at him, but made no reply, and
Young Wild West was not a little interested in what the
continued the breakfast he had started to eat.
man said about the town that was such a tough one.
The old fellow was certainly amusing, and no one enjoyed
H e felt as thou gh he ought to visit it and see how much difcompany any better than Charlie did.
his
town.
mining
Western
average
the
ferent it was from
scout had a way of tant2.Iizing a per so n he thought was
The
there.
get
to
itching
fairly
was
Charlie
And Cheyenne
·
matters with his tongue.
overdoing
they
when
evening,
the
in
later
little
a
he
said
· "Say, ·wild,"
out on the veranda.
way
the
led
Wild
breakfast
After
if
say
you
do
"what
hotel,
the
of
were ~eated on the veranda
They were just lighting cigars when two men came up to
we make a little trip to ther tough town before we go home?"
them.
reply.
the
was
enough,"
"I would like to, well
One of them was a tall fellow, with long, gray hair, and J im
"So would I," spoke up Jim Dart. "I have an idea that
at Wild significantly.
looked
is
it
what
·not
is
town
this
in
at
the property we came to look
"You are Young Wild West, I believe, " said the other man.
cracked up to be. I overheard two men at the bar a little while
"The clerk just informed us that you were."
ago talking abqut the very piece, I think. "
"He told you right, then," replied Wild, in his easy, off'·What did you hear them say?" questioned our hero.
can I do for you, gentlemen?"
"I heard them say that if it wasn't sold by the time the wet hand way. "What
"Well, we are the owners of the property you have been
weather sets in, it would be flooded, and then they would have
thinking of investing in."
to wait till next spring to find a sucker to buy it."
"Oh ! "
"Wh.a.t makes you thjnk they were reforring to the piece we
"Yes; an' we'd like you to run over this mornin' an' take
have been negotiating for?"
at it," spoke up the tall man .
"Well, pne of them r emarked that to-morrow would tell the a look
"Certainly; we will be glad to do so. These two gentlemen
talc whether they would turn it into money this year or not."
"That does sound a little suspicious. You took a good look are my partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart."
"Glad to meet you, gentlemen. My name is Ratsey, and my
at the two men, didn't you?"
"Oh, yes. They only arrived about an hour ago. You might friend an' partner here goes by ther handle of Nailer."
"I believe those were the names. in the letter I got a few
have seen them yourself. One of them is an extra tall man,
weeks ago."
with long, gray hair.''
"Oh, sure! Me an' Nailer owns ther land . Vi'e want to sell
"Come to think of it, I did notice such a man. Well, i f it
should be him to meet us and take us over the property, we out, 'cause we've got more than we kin 'tend to over in Tuftown, as some calls it."
will lrnow just what to do about it."
"I see; well, we will ride over and take a look at your land
"That's1 so!" exclaimed Charlie. "It beats ther dickens how
many people there are standin' r.eady to fleece fellers out of in about half an hour. Will you be ready by foat time? "
"Yes; any time you say.''
their mon ey. Them fellers have heard that yo u was a great
"Well, as soon as our horses have finished eating we will be
one to buy mines, Wild, an' I s'pose they think they kin work
.._eady. "
you into buyin' this one."
0
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The , two men lingered for about five minutes, during which
time they lauded the land they had for sale to the skies.
When they walked off and entered the barroom Jim turned
to Wild and said:
"Those are the two I heard talking last night. You depend
upon it that they are trying to work some game on us."
"I feel certain of it. But we wlll take a look at the property, anyhow. Then we can tell them that we guess we don't
l
want it."
It was just about half an hour from the time they told the
,men they would be ready when they brought their horses
around to the front of the hotel.
Ratsey and Nailer were there waiting for them, and, untying
their horses, they got in the saddle.
"All that's needed is a little capital to make this property
ther best silver mine in ther country," said the tall man, as
they started off. "We'd do it, but we've got so much business
:on hand in '.l'uftown that we feel as though it wouldn't pay
us."

"Tuftown, eh?" remarked Young Wild West. "Is that place
anything like the name would imply?"
"Well, I reckon it's about ther toughest place you ever
struck, Young Wild West!" and Ratsey nodded to emphasize
·what he said.
"Much of a population there?"
"'Bout a hundred."
"They keep comin' near every day, though," added Nailer.
"One thing about our town, there don't many go away after
they come there. Some die with their boots on, an' some make
up their minds to stay there an' do as ther rest does. There's
six saloons there, an' all of 'em run open games. You can't
jbeat Tuftown, but you've got to have nerve, an' do as you're
told to, if you live there."
"Must be a nice place," said Cheyenne Charlie significantly.
"I reckon I want to see it afore I go away from this part of
ther country."
They were not long in reaching the land Ratsey and Nailer
had for sale, and wb,en they came to a halt upon it, who should
they see there but Cayuse Jack and his two partners, the trio
that had stolen Colonel Cobb's bottle of Bourbon.

CHAPTER III.
WILD DOES NOT BUY THE PROPERTY.

The three villains did not see!I' to be at all surprised when
they saw Young Wild West and his partners in the company
of Ratsey and Nailer.
On the other hand, they acted as though it had been arranged for them to meet there.
" Good-mornin' ! " said Cayuse Jack, looking at Wild.
"Good-morning," was the reply.
Then turning to the two men they had accompanied to the
spot, he asked:
"Are these people friends of yours?"
"Oh, yes," was the reply from Ratsey. "They are pards of
ourn."
"What do you think of the land?" spoke up Nailer, changing
the subject, and getting down to business.
"Well, not a great deal," answered Wild. "It looks as though
it would be flooded when the heavy rains set in. It is very
low in the center over there, and there is no way for the
water to run off."
"Nonsense!" exclaimed Naller, his face changing color. "We
have owned it for more than a year now, and we know it is
always as dry as a bone here."
"What do yo u fellows think about it?" queried Wild, turning
to Charlie and Jim.
"Ther same as you do," answered the scout. "In a month
from now, if we wanted to stay here, we'd have to go around
in a boat."
"That is just my opinion," added Jim. "For my part, I
wouldn't want to invest a dollar in the property."
"Well, as we are all of the same mind, I guess we will not
investigate any further," our hero exclaimed, shaking his head
in a decisive way.
"You're tryin' to make fools of us, then!" cried Ratsey,
angrily. "If there was any honor about yer, yer would make
us an offer, anyhow."
"I am quite certain that there is as much honor about us as
there is about either of you," retorted Young Wild West.
Though his eyes flashed dangerously, his voice was quite
mild.

At this Cayuse Jack and his two companions moved up
pretty closely.
There was troi.1ble coming, and our friends knew it.
But not the least sign of fear or anxiety showed on their
faces.
Both Ratsey and Nailer remained silent for the space of a
second or two.
Then the former exclaimed:
• "Do you know what ought to be done with you, Young Wild
West?"
"Do I know what ought to be done with me?" retorted the
boy, with affected surprise.
"Yes."

"Well, what?"
"You oughter be forced to give up ther price you had a mind
to pay for this land afore you seen it."
"An' that's jest what you've got to do!" added Nailer, making a grab for his r evolvers.
"Stop that!" thundered Wild, covering the man as quick as
a flash.
"Take it easy, you measly coyotes!" roared out Cheyenne
Charlie.
"So you brought us out here to either make us buy your
land or rob us, did you?" said our hero, with a smile. "Well,
now, let me tell you something: There are five of you here,
while we only number three. That is correct, is it not?"
Neither of the villains answered.
"Is that correct or not?"
Six revolvers covered them now, so Nailer thought it best to
answer.
"Yes, that's right," said he.
"Well, let me tell you that unless you get away from this
place inside of thirty seconds, the whole five of you will be
riddled with bullets! Now, then, get a move on you!"
All five of them were mounted, Cayuse Jack and his men
having procurcq horses since they arrived in the town. The
villains looked at each other as though the:Y could not believe
their senses.
"This is our property," Ratsey ventured to say, though he
kept his hands away from his belt.
"I'll admit that, as far as I know, it is."
"Well, ain't we got a right to stay here, then?"
"You can do as you like about it; but 1: guess about half
the time I gave you to get away in has passed. I must say
that I will take great pleasure in dropping such scoundrels
as you are."
It is quite probable that neither Ratsey nor Nailer had ever
been in such a humiliating position before.
The others knew something about Young Wild West.
They were the first to move.
And when the two land-owners saw them going, they followed quickly enough.
"You won't be out of sight in time," said Wild, "so, Mr.
Ratsey, just to show you how straight I can shoot, I am going
to put a bullet through the crown of your hat. Ride steady,
now!"
His hand was stretched out as he finished the remark, and
then:
Crack!
The tall man with the long, gray hair clapped his hand to
his head, as though to make sure that it was still on bi. shoulders, and then urged his horse forward at a mad gallop.
"Ha, ha, ha!" lrwghed Young Wild West, and his two partners joined in. "'What a fin e lot you fellows are! If you are a
sample of what Tough Town is made up of, I don't think one
would be troubled with indigestion after starting in to chew
it up. Good-morning, you sneaking prairie-dogs !"
Neither of the five made a reply, a~d as they had taken a
direction contrary to the one our friends had to go to get
back to the town, they did not bother to follow them, but
turned their horses and rode back at a brisk pace.
Wild, Charlie and Jim rode back to the hotel as calmly as
though nothing had happened.
They found Colonel Cobb seated on the porch, very busy at
something.
Two or three IJliners stood by, watching him with no little
interest.
The three dismounted and quickly walked up to see what
was going on.
The colonel was seated astride a bench on which was placed
a sugar bowl and two or three cups and spoons.
In one hand he held a bunch of mint, which one or th~ byj standers had evidently prcvid2d fer him, ~inee he hr.d ::t lot
more of it beside him.
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The Kentucky colonel was crushing the mint in a cup with
the handle of a bowie-knife, and as our three friends arrived
on the scene he was just saying:
"I guess I will make something that will taste like it, anyhow. This mint is right smart stuff, and it ought to bring
about the proper flavor."
"What are you t,rying to make, colonel?" Cheyenne Charlie
inquired.
,
"A mint julep, of course, suh! What else could I be trying
to make with a sprig of good, old-fashioned mint?"
"I'm sure I don't know, colonel. A mint julep, hey? What
does it taste like?"
"You just run inside and bring out the liquor I ordered
of the bartender, and I'll show you what it tastes like."
"All right!" and the scout hastened to obey.
He came back with the bottle and handed it to the old man.
Leaving the crushed mint in the cup, the colonel put about
three spoonfuls of sugar in It, and then poured it about onethird full of water from another cup.
Then he filled it to the brim with the liquor from the bottle,
and began stirring it gently.
He kept this up for the space of probably two full minutes,
everybody looking on with interest.
Suddenly he laid down the- spoon and lifted the t:up, which
was filled to overflowing.
"Now, I'll show you how it tastes," he remarked, looking
Charlie ~quarely in the face.
The next moment he was gulping down the mixture as
though his very life depended upon it.
When he had drained the cup he smacked his lips and set
it down with a sigh of relief.
"'That's how it tastes, Mr. Cheyenne Charlie," he remarked
with a smile. "I said I would show you how it tasted, but I
didn't say I would let you taste it. You was watching me,
wasn't you, suh ?"
'l'his was more than Jim Dart could stand, and he broke into
a roar of laughter.
Young Wild West and the rest of the lookers-on joined in,
while the scout glared at the colonel as though he would like
to take him by the nape of the ne ck and snap off his heels.
'"fhat's one on you, Charlie," said Wild, slapping him on
the back. "The colonel is not so slow as he looks to be, is
he?"
"What!" and the old man jumped up as quick as a flash.
"I ain't so slow as I look, eh? Suh, what do you mean? There
never was anything . slow looking about me, sub! I am a direct descendant of a family Qf fire-eaters. Slow? Well I guess
not, suh! "
"I beg your pardon, colonel!" and Wild bowed with mock
poli tencss. "I forgot who I was talking to."
"Very well, suh. I'll forgive ·you, Sl.\h, for you are a right
smart young man, suh. But don't let it occur again, suh. Now,
subs, if it pleases you, you can all try a mint julep. Just get
in and help me crush the mint and mix them. If we only had
some ice it would be so much better."
·
Charlie did not want to bother any further with the colonef,
but Wild told him he had better take it good-naturedly, so
ne started in with the rest, and a few minutes later all but
Wild and Jim were trying the merits of the mint juleps.
The proprietor of the place was induced to try one, too, and
half an hour later, much to t,he gratification of the Kentucky
colonel, he had a sign placed behind the bar, which read:
"Mint Juleps Served Here; $1.00 Apiece."
There was an abundance of mint to be had in that section,
it seemed, and long before night Colonel Cobb was sleeping
off the effects of a spree on mint juleps.
But he was not alone. The proprietor of the hotel and many
of th e best citizens of Silver City were in the same box.
If it had not been for Young Wild West, the chances are that
Cheyenne Charlie would have joined in the procession, but as
he invariably did as the boy said, he kept his head above water.

CHAPTER IV.
flIE COLONEL'S WONDERFUL DEVICE.

Colonel Cobb was a little late in getting up the next morning; but when he did arise he found Young Wlld West waiting
for him:
Our hero had decided to pay a visit to the tough town with
his t,1 o partners, and as he knew the colonel was anxious to
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get there, he thought it would be no more than right to offer
to let him be one of the party.
"Colonel," said he, as soon as the old man had breakfasted,
"we have decided to go to Tough Town, or whatever it is
called. If you wish, you can get a horse and go with us. Y{e '
want to see this wonderful town, and if it is like what 'we
have heard of it, it will surely surprise us."
The colonel was overjoyed.
''Thank you, suh!" he cried. "I would rather go with you
than any one I know of. I'll get a horse just as soon as I can
find a mun to sell me one. I know my boy will be delighted .
to make your acquaintance, suh. He is a fine boy, too, and I
am sure you will say so when you have once become acquainted
with him."
·
"No doubt of it. If he is anything like his father, we will be
suro to like him."
"He is just like his father," and the old man drew himself
up proudly. '·Only, perhaps he is not so impulsive, andand-- ''
·'And what?''
·' I don't think he drinks so much liquor."
"I am glad to hear that."
"I suppose you are. But what would a Kentuckian bea Kentucky colonel, mind you-if he did not drink mint juleps
and the good old Bourbon that is made from the corn that
grows in his native State?"
"He would be a sober man," replied Charlie, who was thinking of the mint juleps of the day before.
"Which is more than you would have been yesterday, if you
had been allowed to have your way about it, suh!" snapped
the colonel.
"You had better quit, Charlie," spoke up Jim Dart. "Our
friend from Kentucky is a little too much for you, I guess."
"I don't see anything funny in what he said," growled the
scout. "I can't understand why you laugh at him."
"They ain't laughing at me, sub; they are laughing at you,"
corrected the colonel. "How would you like to see how a mint
julep tastes this morning?"
"I would like to taste one, I'll admit," replied the scout, feeling that it was best not to get mad.
"Well, come on in the barroom, then. We will wet up a bit,
and then I'll see about buying a horse, so I can start out for
Tough Town with you."
Charlie went in with him, but Wild and Jim did not.
They went out to take a !Mk around the vicinity of the ho- ·
tel.
There was a blacksmith shop not far distant, so they finally
brought up there.
It occurred to our hero to ask the smithy where a good
horse could be bought, and he did so.
"I guess I've got jest about what you want," was the reply,
"I'm kept so busy nowada,ys that I ain't got much need of a
horse. Would you like to see him?"
"Yes; I do not want the horse for myself; it for a friend,
providing he likes it when he sees it."
"Well, come an' look at ther critter, anyhow."
They followed him around back of the shop to a stable
where a good-looking buckskin mustang stood in a stall.
Wild and .Tim looked the animal over and found he was just
what Colonel Cobb needed.
Wild then got the figure the man asked for the horse, and
they walked back to the hotel.
The colonel and Charlie were starting on their third mint
julep, and when he saw what was likely to happen if they were
not stopped he promptly called a halt.
"If we are going to start for Tough Town this morning,
this business has got to stop," he said firmly, but gently.
"Who is going to be tbe boss of this expedition, sub?" asked
the colonel, straightening up and putting on his most dignified air.
"I am!"
"You, suh?"
"Yes, sir."
"All right, Young Wild West; we will do just as you sa),
then, won't we, Charlie?"
"Of course!" was the quick reply from the scout. "I always
do just as Wild says."
"Very well, sub! I have got no more to say. What is the
next order?"
"Come over to the blacksmith's and look at a horse · that is
for sale," said Young Wild West, taking the old man by the
arm.
"All right, suh; lead the way."
Wild told him the price of the horse, and then he learned
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that money was hardl:i. an object with the colonel, since he had minutes Wild turned, and, not scC'ing him in si~!Jt, called a
hnlt.
some in almost every pocket, and a little i.n each shoe.
"He hns stopped to take a pull at the demijohn. I sup'·The price suit,; me, suh," he said. "If you say the horse is
a good one, I will buy him. I am a right smart judge of Ken- pose." saw !le. "What a fool a man c·an make of himself
t1J,akY bred horses, but these kind that come under the head I sometimes."
'"rlrnt's right," replied the scout, loold-ng us solemn as an
or'bronchos, mustangs and cayuses, I don't know much about."
It did not take ten minutes to make the deal with the black- owl.
Jim burst into a laugh.
smith, and when they came away the colonel had purchased
''What's ther matter with you?" asked Charlie.
the saddle and bridle that had been used on the horse.
"Nothing. I was thinking of tile mint juleps yesterday,
"Now, you should buy a couple of blankets, and then we will
that's all," was the reply.
be ready to start,•· said our hero.
"I suppose that reminded you of a man makin' a fool of
"A couple of blankets, suh?"
·'Yes; you might need them before we get to our destina- himself?"
"Yes; the colonel!"
tion.."
"Ob!"
"I have got to purchase something more than blankets,, suh."
Then Wild laughed, and the scout said 110thing.
"Whisky, I suppose?"
He thought it was best to keep still.
''Yes, suh! Whisky-good old Bourbon whisky! Give me the
In a little wbile they heard some one singing "Away Down
corn-juice of Kentucky every time!"
"Well, just get what you are going to take with you as soon South in Dixie" in a very loud voice.
It was Colonel Cobb.
as you can. If we are going to make any lteadway to-day, we
All three recognized the voice lnstanUy.
·must be off in half an hour."
He showed up half a minute later, his horse on a walk
"So soon, suh?"
and his llat cocked' well back on his head.
"Yes; what is the use of waiting?"
When he saw them he stopped singing and put on a digni"No use, suh! There's nothing to keep me here, unless it
fied look again.
might be the mint juleps.''.
"Where llave you been, colonel"?" Wild asked.
· H you take my advice, you will leave such stuff alone."
"I had to stop to get a drink, suh," was the quick retort.
'·Suh! Do you mean to say that my favorite drink is stuff?
"Oh!"
Why, suh, I am Colonel Cobb, of Kentucky. I am a direct
"Yes, suh!"
descendant of a family of fire-eaters ."
"I guess you took more than one, didn't you?"
"Never mind about that; just get ready, if you are going to
"Suppose I did, suh! . Hasn't a Kentucky colonel a right
accompany us to Tough Town."
Wild was becoming impatient, and the colonel was not slow to drink as often as he likes, suh?"
t o notice it.
"Well, I suppose if he hasn't, no one else has."
"By Jupiter! You are right, Young Wild West! Give me
He had nothing further to say just then, but hurried in his
your hand, suh!"
preparations to leave Silver City.
To humor him, our hero rocle over to him and shook his
vVhen the half ho ur was up he was ready.
Our friends were compellecl to laugh when they saw a two- hand.
As he did so he suddenly noticed something about the old
gallon demijohn strapped to the saddle-bags.
The Kentucky colonel might be able to go without his mint man's make-up ·that he had failed to notice before.
A long rubber tube was wound twice around hir; neck, exjuleps, but he could not omit the whisky from his bill of fare.
It was near ten o'clock wh·e n the four took the road out of tending down llis back to the mouth of the demijohn he had
strapped behind him!
town and headed for Tough Town.
The other end of the tube was hidclen beneath hL· waistColonel Cobb knew how to ride a horse all right.
He had really been a colonel in the army, and he looked coat.
"You are a genius, colonel," said Wild.
r ather distinguished as he sat efect in the saddle.
"Not only that, suh! I am a direct descendant of a family
When Wild found, a minute or two later, that the road to
Belt Creek went past the property Ratsey and Nailer had tried of fire-eaters. "
t o sell him, he shook his head and muttered to himself:
"To be sure you are. Probably that accounts for you hav"We must be on the lookout for those fellows . They ing a fire-extinguishe r. "
went this way when I hustled them out of here. They are
"A what, suh?"
a treacherous lot, and neither of them would hesitate to stick
" A fire-extinguisher. "
a knife in my back, if they got the, chance."
"By Jupiter! What do you· mean. sub?"
Charlie and ,J im must have been thinking about the same
"What is that around your neck?"
thing, for as they passed the property of tbe two villains
The olcl fellow reached up and found the tube there.
they hoth spoke about them as having gone the same way
"I thought that was under my coat, suh !" he answered.
they were now heading.
"But m•ver mind! It makes it easier for me, suh! I won't
"V,'e',e got to keep our eyes open for ther measly coyotes," iiave to stop the next time I- want a. drink. I can place this
Charlie remarked. "If we see 'em sneakin' around anywhere, end in my mouth and take a sip as the notion strikes me.
ther ]Jest thing we kin d-0 is to drop 'em, an' have done with It is a tight smart device. suh!"
"Ha, ha. ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie, as the colonel
it. , ve·n only ha,e trouble with 'em later on if we don't."
"If we see that they are up to anytlling, we will surely fished out the end of the rubber tube ancl stuck it in his
drop them," said Jim. "One thing, we know that they be- mouth. "I've heard tell of babies bein' brought up that way,
long to Tough Town, for Ratsey and Nailer said so; and but this ls ther first time I ever seen a full-grown man suckin'
at it !"
t hey also stated that the other three were pards of their s."
"Oh, we will meet them, sooner or later," remarked Wild.
The old fellow scowled, hut did not deign to make a reply.
" I suppose it is got to be that way. vVe are going to pay
"Oome on." saicl 'Wilcl. " If the colonel gets drunk, falls
t he toughest town in the West a visit, aud if t hey are there, off his horse and breaks his neck, it will be bis own fnn lt."
yon can bet they will try to make it unpleasant for us."
" That's a right smart saying, but when the direct descendT he colonel knew nothing of our friends having met the ant of a family of fire-eaters falls 1'rom his horse and breaks
three bad men a second ·time. \Vi1d eone-luded to tell him, his neck. l\Iississippi niggers will lle turning white, si1h !"
so that in case they were tackled by them be would be ready
That was all he would say. and for the next teu miles he
to r0ncler some assistance.
did not say a word; nor did he bother the rubber tube.
"Oh, I suppose we will lrnve "no end of trouble,•· the old
It was nearly five in the afternoon 'When they rode into
man observed. afte r he had heard the story. "Well, sub, the little town of Belt Creek.
if it come~ to the worst, I will show them that I am a born
fighter. suh!"
"'Toat"s all we want you to do," said Cheyenne Charlie.
~itb :l grin.
CITAPTEil Y.
'\Vild mcaut to take it along comparatively easy, and reac!J
Bolt Greek ~ome time in the afternoon.
WIIAT THE VlLLAI:S-S nm.
Then they could stay overnight there, and start out for
'rough To,,n the first thing in the morning.
After being told to get out lly Young Yl'ild 1Ve,:t, Cayuse
When t11c_y had been riding. along for perhaps an hour the Jack and his two rascally r-owp.111io1rn tUcl not tarry, as has
colonel managed to drop behind, an d a t the end of fifteen been stated.
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"I shouldn't think they woulrt want to locate there," said
Ratsey to the hotel man. "Tuftown ain't much of a place
They did not slacken speed until they were a· good quarter fur a lot of teuderfeet an' women an' chilrlren."
"They ain't goin' as far as that place," answered the man.
of a mile from the spot, and then they found the two men
"They're g-oin' to lay out a little colony of their own about
close behind them.
twenty miles this side of Tuftown. They're all from Mis''.Where are you going?" askecl Ratsey.
'·'l'o Tuftown, flS soon as we kin git there,'' replied Cayuse ~ouri, right from one county, and they are quite a likely lookJack. "That's where we was headin' fur when you asked mg lot, with one or two awful purty girls among 'em."
The eyes of Cayuse Jack sparkled when he heard the last
us to wait down there on your land, as we might be needed. '1
.
"I know it is; but don't you think we had better go back remark.
"Boys," he whispered to his two companions, when they
and try and get square with that young fellow and his
had mana_ged to get off by themselves, "you know what we
friends'/"
"No; I rec·kon we had better steer clear of Silver City now, was talkin' about in Las Cruces."
"Yes," answered one; "we was talkin' about gittin' marfor a while, auybow. They'll go back an' give it out that
we tried to rob 'em, an' then we'll have to look out. 'Sides, ried." .
"Tlrnt's right. Well, you beard what that hotel feller
I ain't anxious to stack up ngin tbat Young Wild West
said. didn't yer?"
very soon! He's too soon with bis shooters."
"What did he say?" asked the otber.
Ratsey' took off his bat at this remark.
"He said as how tbere was a few migbty purty gals in
"Tbere's wbere he put a bullet," he observed,·pointing to
ther emigrant train that left here this noon."
a hole in the crown.
"Well, you don't s'pose any of 'em would have us, do you?"
"Well, if he'd felt like it, he could have put it through
queried the first man. "It are more'n likely that they've got
your head, instead of your bat."
1
"I know it. '.l'bat's why I ain't so much afraid of him. their lovers right in tber train with 'em."
"What difference would that make?" and Cayuse looked
He won't shoot to kill, unless he thinks there's no help fur
at the two as though he pitied their ignorance. "S'pose we
it."
""Well, I ain't goin' to run agin him very soon, unless I was to git ther gals in our own town-wlmt then?"
",Vell, even then we couldn't marry 'em; we ain't got no
fincl him com in' my way, an' he don't see me."
"Cayuse is 1ight, Ratsey," spoke up Nailer. "W~ ain't got minister there, you know."
"Say, don't you thin!, we could git a minister from Rome
nothin' to stay around Silver City fur, so let's head fur
other place, if we tried real l1ard?" and Cayuse pl Aced bis
Tuftown."
"All right, tben," was the reply. "The majority rules, I arms akimbo and grinned as though he knew just what he
was talking about.
suppose."
"I reckon we kin do anything that we make up our minds
"Vi'hat did yoJ fellows go over to Las Cruces for, anyto, in ther toughest town in ther West!" exclaimed the other
how?" asked Itntsey. as they rode along.
"For a supply of whisky," ,-vas the reply from Cayuse man.
"Well. what's ther matter with us tryin' to git in with
Jflck.
some of them good-lookin' gals in thnt wagon train? If
"·why did you go that far for it?"
they won't agree to mflrry us fur love, mebbe our money
"To ,;ave money 011 it. u
might fetch 'em. An' if that won't, we'll have to take 'em
"How much dit1 you save?"
by force. If we once git 'em into Tuftown, or Toui:,-h To"·n,
"About half."
as some want to call it, I calculate that it woulcln't take
"Th.e n the stuff is not straight."
"I know it ain't. It's moon:-;lline whisky, but it's jest as very long to fLnd a man to tie th er knots fur us, whether ther
.
ga ls was willin' or not."
good."
"Well. tell us your plan, Cayuse," said one.
"It might be better, for all I know."
"I'll do it! My plan js jest this: We'll ride on an' over"Well, I'll bet when you taste it you'll say that we've
got six as fine barrels of ther stuff m: yon ever tasted. It's take tber wagon train an' introduce ourselves as good citldue to reach Belt Creek thcr day after to-morrer, an' then zens. What we do after that will have to work out fur us.
Circumstances alte1·s cases, you know."
we'll have to tote it to our cunnin' an' quiet little town."
"But how about Ratsey an· Nailer?"
"It is too bad a stage-coach line don't run into our town."
"They needn't know what we're after. They've both got
"You know very well-we won't let 'em do jt."
wives. an:,how."
"v\"ell, rlon't you think we ought to?"
"Yes, I know they have. i'Vcll. I'm willin'. fur, come to
"No! Them as has got nerve enough to come there an'
settle will come, anyh0w. an' we don't need a whole Jot of think of it, I , am in a humor to git married. But ther gal
folks tbere, anyhow. That's why so runny of 'em git killed has got ter be a nice-looker, I kin tell you that!"
"She oughter be, to even up things with you," said Cayuse
off. We've got lob; of money an' gold dust in tber town,
an' manage to _pt all tber ·whiP],y an' grub that we kin .Jack witll a grin.
"Yon needn't tall,! You won't never be hung fur your
stagger under. What's ther trne of makin' a tame town out
of it. like Silver City or Belt Creek. We want to be talked beauty.,.
"I know I won·t. I won't be hung fur stenlin' a home or
about, don't you think so?"
stabbin' a man in ther buck, either. I've got too rnnch lnck
"Well, I suppose you are right."
"S'posin' we was to stop ;jnmpiu' claims in Tuftown! fur tlrnt. I was born with a silver spoon in my mouth, if I
Where would we git any fun? ·why. when there's nothin' wasn't born beautiful."
IInving settled upon a plan of action. tl1e three went over
exeitin' goin' on. all's tber bnyR have to do is to go out an'
root some feller they clou't like off his claim. Then there's to where Hatsey and :'.'\ailer were seated in the shade of a
generally a l'ttle fun fur a while, an' ther feller what had tree. anrl told them to _get ready to go on.
"What fur?" demanclecl Nailer.
ther claim is looked after l>y ther undertakm·. Claim jump"I've got a little business on hand. I. want to git to Tuf·
in' an,' whisky sellin' are ther two best lines of business that
town as soon as possible."
I know of."
"Go on, then. I'm tired, an' I'm goin' to stay here till to"I suppose they are; but I guess our mine is making money
morrer mornin' ."
for us, though."
"So am I," spoke up Ratsey. "What's your hurry, any"It wouldn't do you . much good if you didn"t stand In
wa:v?"
with tber gang what runs ther town, thoug-h, would it?"
''Never mind about tha-t; you TI:On't go now, then?"
""'ell. no. That's why we do stand in with them."
"You dou't want us for anything, do you?"
The five rode along at a pretty good gait, ancl early in the
"Oh, no! Nothin' more than your company."
afternoon they reached Belt Oreek.
""Tell, you kin git along without us well enough. vVe
This was what was called the "Jumping-off Place," since
the stage-coach line did not proceed any further west from thought we"d lay over till to-morrow morning and ~ry to
pick up a sucker or two. There is nothing like roping people
·
It.
There wns considerable of law and order about it, too, in, you know."
"You bet yet· life there ain't! Well, we'll lie goin'. " 7 e'll
and when the fiv~ scoundrels halted at a hotel they behaved
you in our town some time to-.morrer, then."
meet
been
bad
they
though
as
manner
n
good
as
in
themselves
"Yes."
peaceful citizens of the town.
"An' when you git there you'll find thnt some more claims
· While they were . resting they learned that an emigrant
train Jrnd left at noon, and ,>!as heading in the direction of will be imnped. ··
"You are going rigbt at it as soo11 as you get there, theu'/"
Tough Town.
They lost no time in l!'etting fl way, not even looking to see

ir Ratsey and Nailer were following them.
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"Yes; I'll sorter git ther tough crowd interested, an' we'll before they began to grow s,usplcious that anything was
wrong.
have some fun to celebrate my arrival in town. "
"We have lost sight of the rest!" suddenly cried Julia
"'Veil, we will coipe along before the celebration is over."
Cayuse Jack was really glad that the two men were going Kent, in alarm. "What does this mean? We are going tile
wrong way!"
to stay in Belt -Creek all night.
"Xo, we ain't, my purty one," answered Cayuse, in his kindHe ha<l figured out a scheme in a hurried manner, and he
est tone of voice. "We're goin' to head ther rnst of 'em o!I,
did not want too many in it.
'l'he two men who had been to Las Cruces with him were an' git there first."
"I run going back! Come on. girls!"
his trnsted friends, and he thought a whole lot of them.
"Stop, gals; you're goin' with us. Can't you see that we've ·
They went by the names of Rake and Hunt.
They were of the ·sort who are so ignorant that they do fell in love with yer? We'll take you to a town over here,
an' then we'll all git married. Won't it be nice? "
not know exactly what their names or ages are.
The villains bad tue-bridle reins of the girls' horses now,
The three soon got their horses ready and started out to
.
and, realizing their danger, Mollie Brown and Annie Lacker
overtake the wagon train.
. Though the animals were a little tired, they pushed them swooned right away.
·
But Julia Kent did not.
for all they were worth.
She uttered a scream that surely would have been beard
But a wagon train travels slowly, so they were not a very
by her friends of the wagon train, had they not been ye!ling
long time before they came in sight of it.
themselves noarse in their delight at having arrived at their
It had not taken them two hours to do it.
The train was composed of about ten wagons, and there destination at the time.
Cayuse Jack drew his revolver.
were probably sixty people belonging to it.
"If you yell like that again, I'll have to shoot you, my
Of these, half the number consisted of women and chilpear," he said. "I'd hate to do that, for I love you to disdren.
Cayuse Jack and his two men rode up, acting as though traction, after only knowin' you a little while. You are goln'
to Tuftown with us. so you might as well make up your mind
they ,vere about worn out.
They were eeceived kindly by the travelers. when they to it. Jest hold them other gals so tbey won't tumble off
told them they were strangers on their way to the mines. . their horses. If you can't do any better, talrn 'em on your
Titer were given smoked beef and biscuits to eat, and own horse,. an' lead theirs. No one won·t miss us right a,va:v;
they're too excited fur that. We'll be purty well inter Tufcopious quantities of hard cider to drink.
The three villains were as polite as it was possible for town by ther time they think of ther way we was headin'.
That's it! Co.me on, now!"
them to be. ·
In the crowd of travelers who were making their way to · "You base villain, you!" crlea. Julia Kent, and then. uni-orne spot to form a colony and dig gold to bi>tter their con- able to stand the strain of .the terrible excitement, she fainted,
too.
dition~ in life was a very pretty girl named Julia Kent.
That was just what the vqlaln wanted.
She was an orphan, but lived with a family that had deLuck was with them, it seemed, for some little time after
ci<'led to go to the Great .West and get rich.
There were two other girls who were pretty, too, but they dark they rode into what was supposed to be the toughest
town in the West, their helpless prisoners with them.
could hardly compare with Julia Kent.
Their names were Mollie Brown and Annie Lacket, and
neither of them was past sixteen.
The three girls were riding along on mustang ponies when
CHAPTER VI.
Cnyu. e .Tack and his companions arrived.
The girls listened to what the men said, and they felt
THE ARRIVAL AT TOUGH TOW:N.
sorry for them, as they were covered with dust, and their
horses seemed almost played out.
As Young Wild West and his two partners, Cheyenne
Ven· natnrally, Cayuse fell in love with Julia Kent.
And that being the case, there was nothing left for Rake Charlie and Jim Dart, and the Kentu cky colonel rode up to
and Hunt to rlo but to fall in Jove with :\Iollie Brown and the hotel in Belt Creek, almost the first per. ons they saw
were Ratsey ancl Nailer.
Annie Laci-er. which they did in the order named.
The two ·villains were seated on the stoop, and it was not
Ven· romantic. was it not?
In· spite of tbeir being villains of n pretty low degree, the until our friend. baited that they recognized them.
It was abont the last place on earth that they expected to
men were rather inclined to be ba bfnl.
·
,vhen the e:irls condescended to talk to them, as they rode meet Young Wild West.
But our friends were not at all surprised to see them
along. they did nothing but blush and stammer, and otherthere.
wise make fo ols of themseives.
"How ari> you, gents?" said Wild, calmly, as he dii::motmteo
the place
The olrl man who was piloting the pilgrims
where they wc•re going to form th eir little town had already and tied his horse. "I suppoRe :rou have given up the idC'a
of trying to sell your property OYer a t Silver City?"
been there and partially laid it out for them.
"Yes, for the present," Ratsey manao-ed to fincl words to
It was about an hour after the arrival of the three villains that lle passed the word from the front that they were say.
"1 think you made a mistake in -not buyin' that Janel,"
in siizht of the place.
Nailer ventured.
Then everybody got excited.
"No, I didn't. It was yon fellows that mltcle a mistake
The three girls got it in their heads to be the first on the
when you tried to sell it to me."
spot, so they urged their horses forward at a sharp canter.
Neither said anythincr to this.
And Ca~·use .Jack ancl his two colleagues darted after them.
"Can't you introdU<;e me to th e e gentlemen, srh ?" spoke
But they ·were not the only ones; all who were mounted
up the colonel, whose load of whisky was beginning to tell
trierl to get to the spot first.
on him.
The three Yillains SOOD overtook the g-irls.
"It isn't neC'es ary," retorted 1Vi!d. "They are only a
A sudden thought struck Cnyuse Jack.
"Come acro~s thls way!" he called out to them. "We kin couple of rascals. They would pick your pocket, colonel, before you were with them ver:v long."
l!it tlwre hy a sh ort-cut. then. an' bent 'em!"
This seemed to be very plain language to the proprietor of
The unc;u~pecting girls quickly tumed their horses in the
dirrction irnlirater'I by the ruffian. and then away went all the hotel, ancl the men that happened to be stancling nronnd.
They expected to . ee trouble, but neither Ratsey n or Xailer
six of them at an nlmost breakneck pace.
Cayuse .Tack hnd taken note of the fact that by heading appeared to notice what our hNo sai<l.
Tile colonel was in a very jolly frame of minu.
that "·ny the.r would get on the other side of a ravine that
He began singing snatches of songs, and doing some jig
started to wino its way through the hill right there.
.
No one but him noticed this, as the men belonging to the steps.
Wild let him have his own way. knowing that there would
train were eager to reach the place, and only looked in the
only be a needless waste of breath if he tried to i::top him.
dire<'lion the old guide had pointed.
Finally he went in the barroom ancl callee} for a mint
The con':equence was that in less than ten seconds a woods
wns between them and the rest of the trnin, and they were julep.
"'Ve ain't got none," said thcr man behind the llar. "T!Je>r
gallClping nlong in the directi on of the trail thnt led almost
only kind of mixed drinks ~e've got is corn-juice whisky au'
strn '.e:ltt into Tongh Town.
The girls rode along with the men for fully fiye minutes gin."
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"Yes, I know that. But that does not niter the case any.
You will soon find that the sun is in the East, insteacl. of
the ·west. But come on; breakfast must be ready now."
He led the way to the dining-room, and found that they
were just in time.
The rays from the morning sun shone in upon the table
right where the colonel sat down, and though be appeared to
be much surprised, he said not a word.
He had ·a good appetite that morning,' and was the last to
.
·
leave the table.
Half an hour later the party of four were ready to leave
Belt Creek for Tough Town.
"Colonel," said Young Wild West, as they got inlo the
saddle, "you had better stay sober to-day. In a few hours
we will be in the worst town in the West, according to all
accounts; so please keep a level head, as it might be needed
when we arrive there. And besides, you would uot want
to meet . your son, and be so intoxicated that you could not
recognize him, would you?"
"Suh! I'll have you understand, sub, that I have never
been into"xicated in my life!" retorted the colonel, with an
injured air and a tone that was half angry.
"Very well, then. See to it that you don't make a beginning to-day. Now, come on!"
Young Wild West rode off .at a sharp trot, the others following, the colonel bringing up the rear.
It being a fine day for ridlng, they pushed on at a good
gait.
When they reached the trail where the wagon train had
turned off to the left the morning was half gone.
Charlie was for stopping there for a while, but Wild shook
his head.
"It is only about twenty miles to the place we want to
go. We must get there as early as possible. Ratscy and
Nailer must have started last night, and it is more than
likely they will have things arranged for us when we arrive.
'.rhey certainly must know that we are beading for Tough
Town."
"Ye."
"I hope my boy is all right," spoke up the colonel. who,
"You'll start in the morning, then?"
for a wonder, had managed to keep sober so far. "He ls
"Ye•; I guess we will stop here for the night."
a right smart youngster, and a nervy one. at that. or he
r.v this time Colonel Cobb had ceased to be noisy.
·wild looked around for him, and found him reclining In would not have managed to accumulate as much dust as he
bas. He did not write as though he was afraid of the men
a chnir. souncl asleep.
'"l'ber last drink of corn-juice fixed him," said the bar- who run the town. so long as be remained in it. But be felt
quite certain that if be attempted to leave the place he would
tenrler. with a grin.
Our friends soon saw to it that the old fellow was put in be waylaid and robbed."
"What's your son's name?" inquired Jim Dart.
becl. after which they sat down to wait for supper.
"Eugene--Eugene Cobb, and be is a direct de.·cendant of
It ,,as reacly a little after six, so they sat rlown to it and
a fami ly of--"
•
enjoyed a goocl. substantial meal.
"Never mind that. We know all about it, if he is your
But the Kentucky colonel was dead to the world just then,
son. I am glad be bas come out here and made a fortune,
and be went wlthout bis supper.
Xothing out of the ordinary happenecl that night, and the for we will see to it that he gets away with it."
"I reckon we will." observed Cheyenne Charlie. "When
next morning Wild was up bright and early.
Charlie and Jim were not long in following him. ancl we git after them clain1 jumpers once they'll find out that
when the thrcr of them found that the colonel was still they've got to be mighty lively to keep out of our wily. It
air a woncler to me that they hain't jumped your boy·s claim
snol'ing. they condudecl that he had slept long enough.
0Er hero approached the roughly made cot be was lying afore this, if it bas been such a good payin' one."
"I can·t understa nd why they haven't, sub ."
on. ai1d, taking him by the shoulder, gave him a rough shak"I don't s'pose you kin. But we"ll soon find out all about
ing.
""\Vnke up. colonel!" be cried. "It is time we were off for that."
"\Vhen noon· came the colonel said he was hungry. but Wild
Torn::h Town!" ·
"EJ,: What's that?" exclaimed the old fellow, sitting bolt told him be would have to wait till they got to their destination.
upri~llt in a twinkling. "l\fine's a mint julep, suh!"
"We are going to this p[a(;e partly from curiosity and partl:y
"l"ou'll git no mint juleps this mo1ning, colonel," spoke up
Cheyenne Charlie. "They are kinder played out, I reckon. for the benefit of you and your son," be said, "so I expect
you to do a little as I say till we get there."
Do you know how long you have been asleep?"
"All right, sub! I'll take a little Bourbon. and that will
"Eh? Wbut do you meari, sub? I know I have bad a
give me sh'ength to bold over till we get there."
right smart nap. Supper ready yet?"
"Well, just go light on that, too. Don't forget what I told
"In about half an hour it will be ready." said Jim Dart,
·
as he realized that the man did not know that be had slept you at the start."
"I won't, suh!"
all through the night.
The colonel spoke rather meekly now, for be had learned
But he was one of the sort who quickly recover from a
spree, which was probably due to the fact that he was w~ll that Young Wild West was not to be trifled with.
"It won't be much more than half an hour before we ride
used to them.
In a ,ery few minutes be had brightened himself up by into Tough Town, if what I have beard about the distance
the aid of plenty of water, some soap and a coarse towel, is correct," went on our hero.
"I reckon It ain't far away." said the scout. .
and then be proceeded to arrange his cravat in a tasteful
Both were correct in their views, for it was not long after
manner.
":-Sow. suh," he said to Cheyenne Charlie, "I am ready for that when they came In sight of the little town.
The place looked peaceful enough, as they could see miners
my supper, sub!"
"Suppose you call it breakfast, colonel," remarked Wild. 'Working on their claims in all directions.
In the center of the town, which was built on a pretty
""\Vhile you ]).ave been sleeping off the effects of the cornhigh elevation, there was a cluste·r of shanties that bad been·
juke you drank, another day has come."
"Xo fooling, sub; no fooling. I am · a direct descendant bul!t regarclless to architecture or measurements, it seemed.
They were all shapes, and stood at all augles.
of a family of fire-eaters, and won't stand fooling."

The colouel took the corn-juice.
·while he was amusing them with his pompous speeches,
Wild ca!led the proprietor aside.
"Do you know anything about this tough town that lies
about fort)· miles to the west of here?·• be asked.
"Yes, a little," was the reply. "I was there for about ten
dayi- once. "
"What kind of a place is it?"
"It is a place where there are about thirty men who run
things to suit themselves. Every time a stranger strikes
the town and stakes out a claim that shows signs of paying,
these men jump the claim."
"And if the fellow objects?"
"He gets shot."
"Those two men out on the stoop belong over In Tough
Town, don't they?"
"Yes; they come along this afternoon with Cayuse Jack
an' a couple more what belong over there. The others went
on right away. but these two stayed, an' have been takln'
things easy till you come. They appeared to be afraid when
they first seen ,you and your party."
" .. To doubt," retorted our heto, with a laugh. "They are
nbont the worst bunch of cowards I have seen in some time.
We w ere going to drop the five of them this morning over in
Silver City, but took pity on them and hustled them away
on a dead run."
"It seems funny how you could do that," and the landlord scratched hiR head thoughtfully.
"Funny-why?"
"\Yell, it bas always been said that Cayuse Jack was tber
most dangerous man in 'l'uftown. He runs a ginmill there,
an' i!S a sort of a leader of tiler gang that rules things. They
call him ther boss of ther claim jumpers over there."
Ah! Well, he no doubt is dangerous enough when he bas
thin;rs his own way. I guess be hasn't any more nerve than
he ought to possess, though."
"You are going over there, I s'pose?"
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"I g-uess we had better have a talk with one of the miners,
and try anrl find out something about your son, before we
go in." ~aid ".ild.
'.!.'his was agreeable to bis companion,;, so he rode over to
where a man was working near a neatly constructed shanty
of logs.
It was about the neatest of any they could see, and that is
why our hero headed for it.
As tlley came to a bait the miner ceased his work and
looked u11.
Suudenly l.te made a leap for the colonel, exclaiming as he
did so:
"1Vhy, hello, dad!"
"How are you, Eugene? I'm glad to see you alive!" was
the reply, and then the old man slid from the back of his
horse null the two embraced.
"This is my boy," said the colonel, turning to Wild and
the others. "He is a direct descendant of--"
"Glad to meet you, Mr. Cobb," remarked Wild, interrupt1ing him.
The young fellow, who was not more than twenty-one,
smiled.
"I am pleased to meet you," he said. "But, dad," and he
turn ell to bis father, "hadn't you better introduce me to your
friends?"
"I'll do that right away, Suh! This is Young Wild West,
the greatest young fellow I ever met, and these other two
)gentlemen are his partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
'l'l.tey are both right smart fellows, and fitting companions
for Young Wild West."
The colonel spoke rather eloquently as he said thls.
·w11eu the young man had shal~en hands with them he lnvitC'd them to stop there with him.
"You will get into trouble if you go over there," and he
nodded in the direc.tion of the thick cluster of shanties.
"They say this is such a tough town," Wild answered;
"that is one reason why we came over."
"Well, I will admit tl.JUt I was afraid to. !{lave it," replied
Eugene Cobb. "The gang that runs this place have not ·bothered me, but I know tl.iey have set a watch on me, and I was
advised by one of them not to attempt to leave the town, unless I left what wealth I had with them. They have jumped
almost e,ery claim that was not occupied by one of their
own clique, and it is a wonder to me why they have not driven
me off before this."
"They h ave probably been waiting for you to dig the dust
,for th em." said Jim Dart. "A fellow they call Cayuse Jack
ls at the head of the claim jumpers. isn't he?" ,
"Yes; he's one of the bosses of the town. It was he who
gave me 't he hint not to attempt to get out of town till I
had turnecl my money and dust over to his gang. He said
they would in,est it for me to good advantage. That is
why I wrote to dad. They have had me pretty badly f1iglltenecl. I must admit."
...Well, just calm yourself," said v\'ild. "I happen to know
that Cayn~e .Jack is quite harmless, when. the right party
gets after him. If the rest of them are anything like he
is, I guess we will soon tame this tough town. That is what
I came here for, partly. Now then, if you can conveniently
give ns something to eat, we will stay here for a while. By
and by we will take a run over there and see how things
are."

"There's to be a lizelv time there about three o'clock."
"How is that?" queried Wild.
"A stage-coach is to come for the first time. It hails
from Del- Butte, right at the Arizona line, and the men are
spe<'ulating as to how many passengers will come with it,
and what sort they will be. If there are any innocents in it,
I pit,· them!"
"Thi,; is getting interesthig," laughed Wild. "I am real
glad 1h:1t we flecicled to come here. ,ve must be on hand
when tli:. t stnge-eoach arrives, by all means."
Eugene Col)ll had plenty of stores in his shanty, and he
lost no time in getting- the foHr something to eat.
'l'IH' <'oloncl had stn rted in to make him~clf at home right
from the start, and it was little attention that he bad been
paying to what his son was telling Wild and his partners.
But he was emptyin:; t!Je demijohn he had brought with
him, nezerthelcss.
"Tl.tat's a bad ha hit fl.ad's got," remarked Eugene, as he
caught the o1d man with the demijohn tipped up. "But
wh p c,·cr heard of a real Kentucky colonel who did not
drink more liquor than was good for him?"
This caused a smile all around, and our friends began to
t hink that . Kentucky must be a remarkable State.

•

They ,mt rlown to the meal th" young- min!'~ prepared for
them. a1111 just us they were about finislJing it, four men
on horsehaek ('ame up.
One was Ca,nse Jack, and as soon as Youn:; Wild West
saw him he called out:
"Well, Mr. Cayuse, we've come over here to see bow you
run things in Tough Town. Have you got any objections
to our stayin g here a while?"
"I reckon we have," was th!' reply. "We've jest come
over to tell you that you've got to leave this town im.;ide of
two hours, or else take your medicine!''

CH.APTER VII.
WILD STARTS IN TO TAME THE TOUGH TOWN.

"ViThat kind of medicine is it that we will have to take,
If we don't leave the town inside of two hours?" asked Wild,
lookin,g calmly at the men.
Cayuse Jack shrugged his shoulders a tri:tre uneasily, and
said nothing. while the other three tapped the butts of their
r evolvers significantly.
"You mean that you will shoot us, I suppose? Well, why
c1011't you speak right ont and say what you mean? Is there
one among you who dares to threaten to shoot me? If there
is, let h im do so!"
. "I say it, young feller," spoke up one of the three, drawing
his shooter at the same time. "I'll go a little further than
Cayuse Jack-I say tlrnt you've got to git out of here inside
of two minutes, or git shot! Now, then, jest let rue see you
moze, or tiler shoo tin' will begin!"
"I guess it will begin, stranger!"
'l'hc words had scarcely left the lips of Young Wild West
when his revolver was jerked from his belt with surprising
quickness.
· Crack!
The man who had made the threa t made a spasmodic effort
to keep from falling, but it was the lust move he ever made
of his own accord.
A i::asp came from his lips, and then he dropped to the
ground.
And when his three companions looked at Young Wild
West again they saw he held a sl.Jooter in each hand now.
"You fellows are very tough men, I know," he remarked,
smiling as though it was all a little joke he was playing upon
them, "but I want you to understand that I a.m going to stay
in this town of yeurs as long as I please. I am going to
stay here, if I have to shoot every bad mun in it. One of
you ha$ stepped out; is there any more of you that wants to
follow him?"
Another one did, for he suddenly grubbed his shooter and
attemptecl to lift it on a level with the hreaRt of our hero .
But he never got it there, for Uh!'yenne Charlie shot him
as easily as though he had l>een all ready to make a marl{
of him.
"That's two of yer!" exc:laimed the scout, grimly. "I
reckon, Wild, we'd better finish ther whole four of 'em!"
Ca;rtrne Jack w:1.s us pale aR death itself when he saw the
second man drop from the back of lJiR horse.
He was terror-stricken, it seemed, al"tcl so was the other
fellow.
" 'heeling his horse suddenly, he dasllerl away from the
spot.
His romp:mion tried to follow, but Cheyenne Charlie mistook bis action, and once more his revol ver spoke.
Down went the villain. and, never looking bac·k to sC'e what
the last shot meant, Cayuse Jack galloped for his headquarters.
Euirrne Cobb stood looking at Young Wild West and Cheyenne Cl1arliC' in dumfomtdC'd amazement.
His eyes fnirly starccl, rind his jaw dropped.
"I-I- - " he stammered.
"What'R the matter?" queried .Tim. with a laugh. ''Didn't
you ezer sec> iinything like thn t before?"
"No!" be blurted out. "I nevet· saw anytl1 ing like that
before. Why, three of the worst men in the town are clen'l!"
"Yes. and there will be more of them to go the i;nrne
way, if they don't get out of the town or reform." spoke
up Wild. "I am going to do t!Je good prople of this town
a serv.ice by cleaning: out the tough clement. I am after
the claim jumpers. and don't you forget it!"
"Hooray!" cried the colonel, who was seated in the door
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of the shnnty with the demi.iohn resting on his kne~s. "Hooray
for Yonng Wild West! He knowR his business."
The old fellow was rapidly suctumbing to the liquor · he
had bPen plying himself with, and it was evident that he
hardly renlizcd what had happened.
"You shot three of them!" and Eugene walked over to
where the bodie>s lay. as though he could hnrdly believe it.
"Yes," answered Wild. "It was strictly necessary that we
should drop some of them right at the start. That will go
to show them that we mean business. Once we get them
afraid of nl'l. anr1 it will be quite easy to tame the town."
"Cayuse .Tnck was ·nfraid• of you the moment he saw you."
"Yes; wc ha Ye met before, you see."
"I could tell lly his actions that he was careful when he
.
addressed you."
"We have won the first trick in the game, anyhow," said
Jlm Dart.
"And yon dldn't fire a shot, did you?" Eug-ene remarked.
"No; I didn't get a chance. It was only necessary to Rhoot
two of them, nn:rhow. 'fhe last fellow Charlie shot "as
just going- to rirle off after Cayuse Jack."
"I thought be was going to open fire on us," remarked the
scout. "If I'd known he was goin' to ride away, r wouldn't
have shot hlm."
"I don't know :is it makes a great deal of difference," said
Wild. "There "l'l"ill have to he a certain number of them shot,
anyhow, before they give in."
".Ain't you afraid that they'll catch yon unawares and
finish you?" askecl the young miner.
"No; there is considernble risk al~out it, I suppose, but
when the three of us go out together, one generally looks
out for the other, you know."
While the~' ;.;tood there talking Eugene happened to look
over toward the center of the town.
"There comes the stage-coach!" be cried. "It is ahead of
time."
"Come on, boys! We must get over there and see the performance," said Young Wild West, going to his horse. "Mount
and get over there, now!"
Charlie and .Tim f<;illowed bis example, and the next momen.t they were in tli.e saddle and tiding toward the center
of the towri at a gallop.
The sta~e-coach had pulled up in front of a saloon, and
our three friends could see that there was but one passenger
to come over with it on the first trip.
The solitary 1JUssenger was one who would hardly be expected to be found in a town like that.
He was a tenderfoot, beyond all question of a doubt-a
young man attired in the latest style of the cities in the
East.
"That is too bad," ventured Jim. "What In the world
made that fellow drift out to this part of t!Je country, I
wonder? I suppose those fellows will make short work of
him."
"No, tbe:r won't," answered our hero. "Tlley will tantalize
and scare him half to cleath, though. There. be goes into
the saloonJ Hear those fellows yell at him!"
There were nbout a dozen of the toughest men in the town
there, and so engrossed were they in watching tbe tenderfoot that they failed to lake note of our three friends as
they rode up .
They pushed their way into the saloon after him, yelling
and laughing, as though a circus had struck the town, instead of an innocent, well-dressed man.
Wilcl and his partners dismounted by a clump of trees a
few yards distant from the saloon and tied their horses.
Then they walked up to the building and paused before a
wtndow.
They could see all that was going on Inside, and they remained there for a few seconds, taking it in. .
The tenderfoot stood before the bar, a dress-suit case and
an umbrella in one hand, and the other was thrust in his
·pocket, evirlently for the purpose of fishing out some change
to buy a drink.
He wore a broad-brimmed straw hat of a fine quality, and
his clothes fitted him so neatly that he certainly was a curiosity 1n that town.
Oayuse Jack was behind the bar, for it happened to be his
saloon, and the grin on bis face showed plainly that he bad
forgotten what had taken place a short time before over at the
claim of Eugene Cobb.
"Make him treat, boys!" our friends hearcl him say to
the crowd of ruffians. "Make him shell out, if it takes all
he's got!"
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"Tbat's it!" yelled one of the men, shooting bis revoh·er
off, and hitting the floor within a few inches of the newcomer's feet.
The fellow uttered a cry of alarm and dropped his grip
and umbrella with a bang-, while his hat fell off as he made
a leap to get out of the way. Then be fell flat on the floor.
Of course, this was all very funny, and the toughs just let
out a whoop that made the hair of their victim stand almost straight.
"Shoot his hat an' grip fnll of boles!·• 'called out Cayuse
Jack. "Jest let him know that he·s struck ther toughest
town in 1her ·west, boys!"
Every mau in tbe crowd had a shooter in his band in·
stantly:
It was at this moment that our hero leDped to tlle door
•
and threw it open.
Without the least hesitation he stepped into the barroom.
"I guess you fellows have gone far enough!" exclaimed
Young Wilcl West. "If tllere is going to be any shooting
clone around here, we will take a hand in the game. "
The tenderfoot got np and leaned against the bar.
He was in a colcl sweat.
Cheyenne Charlie. who was right behind Wild, covered
Cayuse Jack so quickly that the vlllain was thunderstruck.
He had not expected that the three would come to his place,
even if they had dared to come to the town.
Jim Dart stood in the doorway now, a revolver in either
'
hand.
"How are you, gentlemen?" he calmly asked. "I hope you
are enjoying yourselves." ,
"Thunderation!" ejaculated the man who had fired the shot
that had caused the tenderfoot to drop his grip and fall to
the floor.
"No, it is not thundoration," answered Young Wild West ;
"it is simply conglon10ration. You are all tough men, and you
no doubt live in a tough town; but you have got to let this
young man alone. I'll wager that he got here by mistake."
"I did!" exclaimed the tenderfoot. "I got in the wrong
stage. I wanted to go the other way. I didn't know I had
made a mistake till I was more thail ha1f-way here. I was
looking for a civilized town-incl,eed I was. I don't want any
trouble, gentlemen. Let's all have a drink and call it square.
I'll get out of your town as soon as the stage will take me
back."
"Don't be alarmed, my friencl," said Wilcl. "These men are
perfectly harmless. They only think they are tough men,
when the fact is that there Isn't one of them who has got
enough grit to raise his revolver. Just keep your money in
your pocket; you don't have to treat them. They wi11 let
you alone without that, I'll guarantee. There's Cayuse Jack
over there, who claims to be the toughest man that ever lived
in Tough Town. Now, if you can show me one tough thing
about him, either in looks or actions, I'll shoot it off him!"
Not one of the villains in the plg.ce saicl a word.
They bad been taken by surprise, and when they saw how
badly friglltened Cayuse Jack was they dicl not offer to put
up a fight against the three who hacl entered the place in such
an unexpected manner.
Cheyenne Charlie, who was just in the humor to pile it on,
looked Cayuse Jack squarely in the eyes, and remarked:
"See here, you measly coyote, I've such a strong notion to
shoot you that I'll have to clo it, unless you set up ther drinks
for all hands mighty suclden-like. Enough said!"
The proprietor 9f the place breathed a sigh of relief, and
there was not a man in the place wbo did not notice it.
With surprising quickness he got out the glasses from behind the bar, and then set out a couple of bottles.
"Help yourselves, boys," he called out, rather mildly. "Ther
drinks is on me. "
Then, just as though nothing had happened, the men pushed
their way to the bar.
But neither Young Wild West nor his two companions
lowered their revolvers.
They knew they were In the midst of a very treacher ous
gang, and they were not going to give them the least chance.
The tenderfoot quickly got hold of his belongings and
stepped over to the side of Young Wild West.
The expression on his face was now one of relief, and he
was evidently fully .as much pieased as he was astonished at
the sudden turn of affairs.
"You can walk right on out of the place," saicl our hero,
"unless you want a drink."
"I guess I don't want anything just now," was the reply.,
and then he slid softly for the door.
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"Go on out, Charlie and Jim," said the dashing young deadshot. "I'll be right after you.·•
His two partners began backing toward the door.
As soon as they reached it, Wild bowed with mock politeness
to the men, and then stepped back.
"Good-afternoon, gentlemen," he said calmly. "I hope you
will try and conduct yourselves a little better in the future.
It doesn't pay to be wicked and vicious, you know. Just take
my advice and reform. If you don't something will happen
to you, just as sure as two and two are four!"
As he said this Young Wild West stepped quickly out of the
door and slammed it shut, for he anticipated that some of the
men would fire.
But they did nothing of the kind, and the next second he was
following Charlie and Jim tow,ud the horses, the tenderfoot
going with them.
CHAPTER VIII.
TUE TlIREE GIRL CAPTIVES AT CAYUSE .JACK'S.

Cayuse .Tack and his chums rode right up to his saloon with
their girl captives when they reached Tough Town.
As luck would have it, there was no one to be seen on the
single street when they crossed it and rode around to the back
of the shanty.
Tho1J.gh an ungainly looking structure, the building was one
of the most commodious in the town.
It was what is called a story-and-a-half, and was pretty
_,
strongly built.
Wrapped in blankets, and with the revolvers of the three
villains pressed against their heads, the girls did not offer to
make an outcry as they were lifted from th:e horses and carried into the rear door of the shanty and u);> 'a ladder that had
11?to answer for a flight of stairs.
There were only two rooms up there, but the one the captives were taken into was of a pretty good size, it being about
twelve feet square.
Into this they were placed, and then Cayuse Jack lighted a
lantern and hung it from a nail that was driven in one of the
rafters.
"Now, then, gals," he remarked in a persuasive tone,
"there's no use in your hollerin' or cryin', 'cause it won't do
you a bit of good. Ther best thing you kin do is to take things
easy, an' make ther best of it. You are in ther shanty of a
man what is ther toughest feller what ever lived in a tough
town, which is me. I'm Cayuse Jack, ther boss of ther claim
jumpers, all-around bad man, mayor of ther town, an', last
but not least, one who knows how to 'preciate beauty an' grace,
who kin love an' respect a woman as much as any man livin'."
Having delivered this rather flowery speech, as one of his
companions afterward termed it, the villain turned to the door
and went out of the room, locking it on the outside.
The scoundrels, Rake and Hunt, of course went with him,
•
thus leaving the girls alone.
Of tho three, Julia Kent was the only one who was not ill
from the excitement and terror their capture had caused.
She plucked up courage when she found they were alone in
the room. and began to soothe the others.
She looked around, and found that the room was partly furnished-quite enough, in fact, to accommodate them fairly
well.
When she had got the two into comfortable positions she
sat down and had a fit of weeping, which was joined in by the
others.
When this subsided, all three fell asleep from sheer exhaus·
tion.
Old Morpheus was kind to them, for it was not until the
sun was well up the next morning that they awoke.
The sleep had refreshed them greatly, and as soon as they
realized where they were, and what had happened, they began
to cry again.
This was only woman-like, for they were not as courageous
as the girls that are born and reared in the Wild West.
But it was not many minutes before it dawned upon Julia
Kent that they could gain nothing by sitting down and weep·
ing over the peril they were in.
1f they would escape from it 41hey must act.
When this feeling struck her, it came with considerable
force, and, sprJnging to her feet, the gLrl exclaimed:
"We must get out of this place! Stop crying and fretting,
and help me. If ~e stick right at it, we will escape, I am
sure. If we cannot do it any other way, we must use strategy."

MoJl!e Brown and Annie Lacker looked up in surprise.
The words of their companion cheered them wonderfully.
"What shall we do?" asked the former, drying her tearS'\
"Let us take- a good look around this room and see exactly
what sort of a place our prison is."
They were just about to do this when they heard footsteps
approaching the door.
Julia placed her finger to her lips, and then dropped upon a
broken chair and hung her head in a dejected manner.
A key was turned in the lock, and the next minute an old
squaw entered, bearing a bucket of wat!)r and some coarse
•
towels.
"Paleface maidens wash," she said, looking at them sharply.
Then without another word the squaw left the room, not forgetting to lock the door.
"Come!" exclaimed the girl. "We will use the water and
towels. A good wash will make us feel better."
So they did as she said, and had just finished, when the
squaw came back with a tray containing coffee, bread and
meat.
"We must eat," insisted Julia, when the others shook their
heads. "We must eat to gain strength for what is before us."
When they were induced to take this view of it they did
eat, and they, surprised themselves when they found that their
appetites had not entirely left them, after all.
The squaw sat on the floor and watched them while they
ate, and when they were through she gathered up the remains
of the breakfast and started from the room.
Then it was that Julia called her back.
"Can't we get out of here?" she asked.
"No!" and the old Indian shook her head in a positive way.
"No; paleface maidens stay here till Cayuse Jack say they can
go out."
Then all three began to question her, but not the least bit of
information could they glean from her.
When she left them they knew as much as when she had
first come in.
One thing, the captives were a little refreshed after the
meal.
At the suggestion of Julia Kent, they began making an exf
amination of the room.
The only window to it was in the form of a skylight in the
slanting roof.
This was securely nailed up, so there was small chance of
getting out that way.
After making sure of this fact, they went to the door.
But they found that the lock was a big one, and that the
door was a very heavy one.
There was no chance there.
Next they turned their attention to the floor.
It was covered with odd pieces of well-worn carpet, and
when they pulled some of it up they could see· streaks of daylight below them.
The flooring was of partially dressed logs, and that made
lots of pretty wide cracks.
They all got down close to tho floor and peered through.
It so happened that the room was directly over the barroom, and they could see a great deal of what was transpiring
there.
They could hear quite plainly, too, and they soon became
disgusted and frightened at the language and antics of the
few rough men, who were in ithe place.
The carpet was replaced, they being satisfied that they had
nothing to look for in that direction.
Dejected, they gave it up, and then there was nothing left to
do 1:>ut to sit down and deplore their situation and the peril
they were in.
"It seems strange that some one from the train has not
learned where we are by this time," said Julia, after a long
pause.
"It is a wonder that my father has not found out where we
are, anywi:iy," said Mollie Brown. "He is a desperate man,
and he will surely make the villains suffer when he does find
them."
"So will my father and brothers," spoke up Annie Lacker,
her eyes flashing and a look of hope coming over her face.
"I think they will find us after a while," observed Julia.
"These bad men brought us here in the night, and it may be
that your relatives and friends have not been able to find the
trail yet."
When they thought of this all three of them c·heered up wonderfully.
And so the situation remained until shortly after noon, when
Cayuse Jack and his two fast friends, Rake and Hunt, came
up to see them.
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His partners did not wait a moment, but carried out his orders in a jiffy.
When the tenderfoot had been placed on the sorrel behind
him, Young Wild West told him to hold fast to him, and then
he started away at a gallop.
"Oh! Oh-oh-oh!" yelled the tenderfoot. "This is decidedly awful. I shall fall off and be killed."
"No, you won't; you just hold on like grim death," was the
retort. He did hold on; too.
If he had been drowning he could not have possibly held any
tighter to the brave boy who had saved him from being roughly
handled by the villains in the barroom.
Charlie and Jim kept a watch behind, but they did not see
a sign of any of t11e men till they were more than fifty yards
away, and even then there were no shots fired at them.
They pulled up in front of the shanty on the claim of
Eugene Cobb in short order.
The young miner looked at them in astonishment when he
~
saw they had a stranger with them.
But when the tenderfoot was dropped to the ground as
though he had been a sack of potatoes, he broke into a laugh.
Such characters were not common there, and the fact of the
stranger being hatless, and almost frightened to death, made
him look ludicrous enough.
"Here you go!" .called out Cheyenne Charlie, and then he
let the tenderfoot's dress suit-case and umbrella fly toward
him.
The frightened fellow made an effort to catch the articles,
but, missing them, rece'ived a blow in the stomach which sent
him to the grass with a yell.
Then the scout let !Jis hat sail at him, and caught him on
the chin with It.
Everybody laughed ;but the Kentucky colonel, who had
fallen asleep from the ' potions from the demijohn, and was
snoring away as though'"his very life depended upon it.
us."
As soon as Wild could dismount he assisted the stranger to
"What is it?" cried both in the same breath.
"We will write a note telling of our peril, and drop it his feet.
"Calm yourself, my dear fellow," he said. "Just tell us how
through a crack in the floor the instant we find that there is an
you came to drift to this part of the country, and my curiosity '
honest man below in the barroom."
This struck the others as being a grand idea, and they will be satisfied."
"I-I got here by mistake," was the quick reply. "I didn't
brightened up once more.
So Julia wrote the note, after which they pulled the carpet ·want to come here, I assure you, sir."
"You told us that before," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "How
aside again and took a look below.
There were not more than three customers in the barroom, in thunder did you git here? That's what we want to know."
"Robbers held up the train about five miles the other side
and they were so evil looking that Julia would not trust any of
of Del Butte last evening, and I jumped out of the car and ran
them.
'fhey waited until finally the stage-coach arrived for the for my life. I reached Del Butte, and stayed there all night,
and this morning I took the stage for the nearest depot, as I
first time from Del Butte.
Then when they saw the weil-dressed stranger enter with thought. I asked the driver how much it would cost to take
me over, and he told me, and I paid him the money.'"
the dress suit-case, Julia let the note drop.
·'You didn't ask him where he was going, then?" queried
No one took notice of it, and when the row started the girls
became terror-stricken and pushed the carpet over the or - Jim, smiling at the curious mistake the fellow had made.
"No, not till we were pretty near here. He said he was
ing.
But they did not know the row would be the means of them very sorry, but I should have taken another stage. But he
seemed to be glad to have me for a passenger, for all that.
being rescued.
He said it was his first trip over, and if it had not been for
me he would not have come over till to-morrow."
"That explains it well enough," said Wild. "Where were
CHAPTER IX.
1
you bound for on the train?"
"To California. I started fnom Boston to see the sights of
WILD STARTS TO RESCUE THE CAPTIVES.
our country more ~han two months ago, and I've seen a whole
"You had better stop with us, I guess," said Young Wild lot, but this beats anything yet. I want to get out of the
West, motioning for the tenderfoot to hurry along. "Just get Wild West as quickly as possible."
"I should say you wanter," grinned Charlie. "What's your
upon my horse with me."
"But I'm afraid I can't ride a horse," was the trembling handle, anyway?"
"My hand.le?" and he looked at the dress-suit case as though
reply. "I never did, you know."
"Well, this is the time you have got to. - Here, give me your the one on that was referred to. "I-I hardly understand
you, sir."
foot! Now, up you go!"
"What do they call you-I mean them what knows you?"
He did go up, too, but the powerful young fellow must have
"Oh, you mean what is my name?" and a, happy light shone
overestimated his strength, for the finely-dressed young man
went right on over and landed on his shoulders on the other in his eyes.
"Yes, I reckon I do mean that. Give us your handle, so's
side.
we kin all know you better."
Cheyenne Charlie burst into a roar of laughter.
"Horatio Whitehurst is my name, sir."
A man or a boy who could not ride a horse was a great odd"Well, I reckon that's a pretty good handle; you ain't apt
ity, he thought, and he would have laughed if the bad men
to Jose it around here, I guess."
of Tough Town had been right after them at that moment.
Horatio Whitehurst then got down to the fine point, and
Wild paid no further attention to the tenderfoot just then,
told them all about himself.
but untied the sorrel and got into the saddle.
He had been having a very pleasant thne of it in his travels,
Then he turned to Jim Dart and said:
"Giv~ the fellow · a boost up here. What ever brought him indeed, till he reached the Territory of Arizona.
When he left the train he took all his belongings that he
into this part of the couutry, I can't imagine; but we are not
going to leave him here and let the ruffians clean him out and could get his hands on with him.
His trunks we:-e in the express car, and were now probably
perhaps shoot him in the bargain. Charlie, you gather up his
heading for Tucson, which was to have been his next stop.,
belongings and fetch them along."

All three of the scoundrels were shaven, and bad arrayed
themselv'es in their best clothes.
"Well, gals," said Cayuse Jack, "if we git a minister, will
you marry us?"
, "We are all too young to marry," answered Julia Kent,
speaking before she knew what she was saying.
But it was a good hit, nevertheless, for it led the villains to
believe that it was quite possible that they would obtain their
consent.
"Well," and Cayuse Jack spoke in his kindliest tone, "I
reckon you ain't too young. But we ain't gain' to force ourselves on you, if we kin help it. We'll give you till to-night to
make up your minds. 'Tain't no use of you gals bein' shut up
here alone, an' that's what you will be, I s'pose, till you make
up your minds to have us for husbands."
"I wa .. t you for my bride," exclaimed Rake, nodding at Mol·
lie Brown.
"An' you're ther gal I'm in love with," added Hunt, grinning
at Annie Lacker.
Cayuse Jack took off his hat to Julia, but said nothing.
How it was that the girls refrained from screaming from
anger and fear is hard to tell.
But they managed to keep calm, and when the three scoundrels left the room, a couple of minutes later, they were fully
under the impression that they were going to have a pretty
easy time of it ..
They had scarcely gone when the old squaw came along with
a fairly well-cooked dinner for the captives.
She left it with them, so they could use their own time about
it.
.,
But neither of them ate much.
There was far too much on their minds to allow it.
After she had eaten all she wanted, Julia Kent said:
"Girls, I J1ave just thought of something that might save
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That is, if the robbers on the train had not split open the
Our friends gave a unanimous start of surpr[ne.
trunks and rifled them of their contents.
Now they felt sure t.h <1 t the note found by the tenderfoot
Mr. Whitehurst said he had seven distinct costumes in those hact been written in good faith.
trunks, and he was very sorry indeed that the train bad been
"No, we haven't seen them," answered Wild, quietly, "but
held up by the miscreants.
we have just received information that leads us to believe that
But he also said that he now wished he had remained in three young girls are held captives in a shanty in this town.
the car and allowed the villains to do their worst.
Are any of the relatives of the girls with yon?"
"How I am ever going to get to civilization again, I do not
'·Oh, yes; ther fathers of two of 'em are here."
know," lle said sadly.
"Well, are these Lhe names of the mi~sing ones?" and he
"Don't worry about that," answered Wild. "Just stick to read off the names signed to the note.
'' Tllat'~ 'em!'" cried the old fellow with deUght. "After
us, and we will take you through. As soon as we tame this
town we are going to leave it, and you can go with us. It huntin' dny nu' night since yi:-;tcrctny 'Ne h,we fonnd 'cm!"
won't be long before we reach a place where there is a tele'·You haven't exactly found them yet," said Wild; "but I
graph office, and then you can find out about your trunks." will guaran tee that you will-that is, H you do as 1 tell you."
''Thank you! Thank you! Now, may I ask to whom I am
"What do you want us to do?"' queried one of the men, who
indebted for tllis great service?"
was evidently the father of one of the missing girls.
Our hr,ro told him the names of all hands, and then Horatio
"How many are there among you who can shoot straight,
Whitehurst shook them by the hands and thanked each of nutl do it mighty quick?"
them separately.
There was no reply at first.
~
''I hope you'lI,.git them trunks, all right, afore you take
Finally the old man, who was the one who had gu!(leu. the
leave ot t1s," remarked the scout. "I'd like to see all them wagon train to its destination; ~aid:
"You see, they ain't regular Westerners, like you an' me.
clothes you have got."
He grinned when he said it, but Whitehurst thought be was They've come a long ways to git out here, an' thoy ain't used
in earnest.
to doin' much shootin', especially at human critter:;.''
·'I should like to show them to you," he s!¥id.
"vVell, it is my firm belief that there will hrrve to be quite
"I suppose you thought you was shot when that fellow fired a little shooting done before we get those girls. This is called
at the floor near your feet in the saloon, didn't you?" asked the tougl!est town in the West, and some of the men In it arc
Jim Dart.
about the worst on earth. If thore are about four of you who
"Yes; I thought it was all over with me, and I dropped. will agree to go with us and do just as I tell the::n, I guess we
But say!" and he thrust his hand in his roat pocket, as though can do the job."
be had just thought of something. "I picked up a piece of
Nearly all of them volunteered, but Young Wild we,' looked
paper with writing on it when I got up. I don't know what them over with a critical eye, and soon made a selection.
made me do it, but it was right by my hand, and when you
Our hero thought a moment and then decided upon a plan
stopped the men from shooting at me, I just caught hold of of action.
it and placed it in my pocket as I arose."
He concluded that it would be best not to let the inmates
He fumbled about for a second and then produced a piece of of the saloon know what they had come for, but that he would
paper which was neatly folded and doubled over at the corner. take Eugene Cobb with them ancl tell tlle ruffians that they
"I suppose it was because it had, the appearance of a note had come to escort him and his belongings out of the town,
that had not_ yet_ been r~ad that made me pick it up," he ob- and that if there was any objections be would like to hear
served, handing it_ to_ Wild.
them right then and there.
,our hero took 1t Just ~;cause he ,,ten~ered it to him, ~ut
"That will be a good way to get around it," he thought,
wnen he saw the words, Help us! written on the outside and then Ile told them all what he intended to clo and that
with a ~encil, he became _suddenly interested.
· i, it came to a fight they must do tlleir leYel best.
But his eyes open_ed wide when he had unfolded the paper
When it was thoroughly understood between them, Wild,
and read the followmg:
his two partners and Eugene Cobb mounted their horses, and
"Three girls are imprisoned in the room above the barroom with the four picked men from tbe party of searchers fpllowin this house. Save us, please, as we are in great peril. Get ing close behind them, they set out for the saloon of Cayuse
us away before darkness sets in, as it will then be too late. .Jack.
"JUI..IA KENT
BROWN,
"ANNIE LACKER."

"Mou.IE

That was all there was to it; and, as the note showed signs
of being hurriedly written, Wild came to the conclusion that
there might be something in it.
··Is there an upstairs part to the saloon of Cayuse Jack?"
he askeil. turning to Eugene Cobb. '
"Yes; it ls what is called a story-and-a-half building," was
the reply.
"Could it be possible that this note was dropped through
a crack iu the floor?" exclaimed Jim.
"It either did, or else one of the men in the saloon dropped
it," spoke up Whitehurst.
"Boys, we have got;. to go back to that saloon," said Wild.
"This may, or may not, be a hoax of some sort; but we have
got to investigate. We are not the sort to let such a thing
go unnoticed."
"Right /on arc!" exrlaimcd Charlie. "If there's three gals
in that shanty agin tllelr will, it's for us for to git 'em out, an'
don't you for,git it! .,
"Of ccurne!" said .Tim. "We-llello! here come some stran"'ers I Muess "
"' H; pointed· over to the trail they had followed to reach the
town, and, ~ur0 enough, about a dozen horsemen could be seen
approaching.
They were· led by a grizzled old fellow, who had evidently
seen lots of service on the plains.
They rode right up to the shanty and came to a halt.
'·Hello, stranger:,!" called out Wild. "Do you belong around
these parts? "
"Not exactly," was the reply. ·'We have jest started a little
settlement o• our own about twenty miles from here, though.
"\YP'rc lookin' for thr e young gals wllat have been mh;sin'
fr->m Ol!r p:uty since yisterday afternoon. Hain't seen anything of 'em, have yer?"

CHAPTER X.
CONSIDERAilI.E TAMIXG IS DONE

As Young Wild West led his party up to the saloon he saw
that there was quite a crowd in front of it.
The crowd was composed of vicious-looking fellows, too.
and he felt pretty certain chat somethi:lg was liable to happen.
Tllrt>e of the gang of claim jumpers h ad been shot. and that
was sufficient to make the rest of them feel pretty angry
toward the strangers.
But Wild had started into the game now, and he was Eot
the one to back out.
'
"Boys," said he, "it may be that we'll get into trouble before
we get into the saluon. If they att.::>mpt to do any shooting,
just leave it to me for a while. I will endeavor to show them
what shooting is. I will show them some of my fine w::irk,
without dropping any of them. That sometimea mr:kes more
impression than tho killing of two or three men."
As boldly as though be thought them all friendly toward
him, Young Wild West led his men up to the saloon.
"G,mtlemen," said he, raising his hat, "I would like to have
a talk with the bo;,s of this town."
"There ain't any one boss; we're all bosses," answ0red a
big bewhiskered fellow.
Wild looked :sharply at him and saw that he was the one
who hud been g:oing to shoot at t,.., tenderfoot·s hat while it
was lying on the floor in the barroom.
"So yon ar e all bosses, eh?" he remarked. "Well, then, as
you seem to l:e tbe spoke~man, I want to tell you that we ca1.:1e
to this town to escort Fug0ne Cohb from it. You see, he
thought he might be robbed and liilkld if he tried it alone."
"Is that what you come fur'?" and the big man appe:ired to
be relieved.
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"Yes, that is what we come for; and, I might say, we thought
we'd try to tame this town a little bit. while we wei·e here.
Such a tough town as you have got will never be put down
on the map if you don't tame down a bit. You people have
the reputation of jumping every claim you find to be a paying
one. Now that ought to be stopped, for one thing, and this
shooting honest men, just for the fun of it, shouldn't occur."
"You talk as though you were sent here by some one to
tame us," remarked another fellow in the crowd.
He had his hand on the butt of his revolver, and our hero
eaw that he was going to shoot pretty soon.
"No, we wasn't sent here," he retorted. "We came of our
own accord. You will please take your hand off your shooter,
or 1'11 shoot off a lock of your hair for you!"
The last words came so unexpectedly that the claim jumpers
looked at e:tth other in amazement.
It was quite certain that if they opened . fire on Wild and
his party they would be bound to get the best of the fight,
sin~c thcro were so many of them; but they were not going
to put up an open fight.
The boy's wondm·ful nerve astonished them so that they
never once thought of starting an open fight.
But there WC're tho:,e in the crowd who were very anxious
to get a shot at Young Wild, West.
The man who had been told to take his hand off his shooter
did so with wonderful quickness.
·wild now had the whole crowd under cover.
But he knew if he left them for an instant they would break
out and start the shooting.
Ile remained sil nt for a moment, keeping a sharp watch
on them meanwhile.
Suddenly he saw a man at the outskirts of the crowd slowly
raising a rifle to his sho'1ldcr.
"He must be the example," he thought, and then he quickly
leveled his revolver at the fellow's right axm and pressed the
trigger.
Crack!
As the report rung out the ruffian uttered a howl of pain
•
and dropp d the rifle.
His arm had been broken at the elbow by the shot.
"Come here, you cowardly hound!" Wild thundered, waving
his revolvers before the faces of the men. "Come here! You
was going to do the sneak act and shoot me, was you? Well,
I guess I will make an example of you. Step up lively, now!
I might change ruy mind and drop you in your tracks, if
you lag too much "
With his right arm dangling at his side, the man hurried to
the front.
"Ah!" exclaimed Wild, as he recognized him as Nailer, one
of the men who hacl tried to stick him on the property over
at Silver City. "So we meet again, do we, my friend? Well,
I am real glad to meet you! "
Nailer had been holding a pipe in his mouth at the time
he was raising his rifle to get a shot at Wild, and he held fast
to it. though he was hardly aware that it was still clinched
between his teeth.
"Just keep an eye on the rest of them, boys," our hero said,
with a grim smile on his face. "If any of them make the
least move to shoot, drop them dead! Now, Mr. Nailer, I am
going to show you how well I can shoot! "
Crack!
The shooter in his left hand went off, and the pipe flew from
the villain's mouth.
"Now stand around with your side to me. I am going to
un dress you!"
Nailer was too frightened to think of disobeying.
He turned around quickly enough.
Crack! crack! crack! crack!
Four shots rang out, two from each of the revolvers in the
hands of Young Wild West, and the villain's suspenders
dropped off'.
A hoarse murmur of surprise went up.
As wicked as the claim jumpers were, they could not help
admiring such good shooting.
NeYer had they seen such shooting before.
"Gentlemen," said Wild, "I suppose you are satisfied that
I could make good what I said, are you not?"
"Yes!" came from the lips of half a dozen.
"Well, there is no need of my shooting off his clothes at
this time. If it was anywhere near bedtime, I might finish
what I have started. But you can rest assured, gentlemen,
that I can shoot off every button he has on his clothes without
wounding him-that Is, without doing him any more harm
than a little scrape from a bullet. But I am going to show you
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omething betl!l:lr than that. I want one of you to hold up
a card for me."
"I'll do it!" cried one of the ruffians, who was very much
interested in what he had seen. "I've got a pack of cards
right here. Does it make any difference which card it is?"
"Well, you might use the ace of spades," said Wild, smiling
as calmly as though he was giving an exhibition for a lot of
children.
"Here she is, Young Wild West!" called out the man, who
had learned the name of the young deadshot. "Where do you
want me to hold it?"
"Hold it on the other side of Nailer's face."
"What!"
"That's what I said; hold It on the other side of Nailer's
face. If he opens his mouth good and wide, and keeps his
tongue out of the way, I'll hit the ace of spades without hurting him. If he don't do that he will be apt to lose a few teeth
and the end of his tongue."
Nailer was now as pale as a ghost.
He felt tllat his last hour had come.
But he dared not refuse.
It was as if he was under a hypnotic spell.
Seeing that our hero meant what he ,;aid, the claim jumper
unhesitatingly walked around tile other side of Nailer.
"Open your mouth good an' wide, pard," he said.
The villain did so.
"That's it! Now keep in your tongue. There! He's ready,
Young Wild West!"
The words were scarcely out of his mouth, when:
Crack!
Wild had been waiting, and the inst t he was able to see
the card through th1:1 opening made by the distended jaws
of Nailer he fired.
"Hooray!" yelled the man who was holding the card, while
Nailer dropped to the ground as though he had been hit by
,
the bullet.
"Get up, you fool!" cried Wild. "I never touched you."
"That's right!" said the claim jumper. "Ther bullet went
right through the centre of ther ace of spades, but it scorched
Nailer's mouth, I'll bet."
Such a wonderful shot as that had never been witnessed
by the men before, and a sudden awe came over them which
they could not readily shake off.
The majority of them looked at Young Wild West as being
something supernatural.
And yet, if they had come to think of it, the shot was nolhing so wonderful.
The boy could have hit the ace of spades easily enough if
the man had held it up for him in any other place.
And probably there were some of the claim jumpers who
could have done the same thing.
But the fact of his having sent the bullet between the upper
and lower jaws of the man, and hit the mark, was wonderful
to them.
It took nerve to do it, of course, but Young Wild West possessed plenty of that article.
Nailer got up and showed himself to the men.
"I wasn't touched, boys," he said; "but I felt a hot flash
when ther revolver went off. I thought I was hit, an' I couldn't
help from droppin'."
Cheyenne Charlie now proposed three cheers for the champion dead-shot of the West.
More than half the bad men of the tough town joined in,
for they now feared him.
They fairly yelled themselves hoarse.
Young Wild West bad won a great victory.
He was now master of the situation, but he would have to
be on the watch every moment, as there was no telling how
soon some of the more vicious and reckless ones would turn
on him, as they were treacherqus.
But he was not done yet.
He wanted to still further impress them.
"Gentlemen," he said, "if there are any amo.ng you who
think you can shoot as quickly and as straight as I can, just
step out, one at a time, and we'll have it out. There are plenty
of you here who would no doubt be glad to see me go under,
I know."
"No, there ain't!" shouted the man who had held up the
card. "You're welcome to stay in this town as long as you
want to, Young Wild West."
"Thank you! "
At this moment Cayuse Jack stepped out of the door of his
saloon.
"I ain't got nothin' ag'in yer, Young Wild West," he said
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meekly. "Come in, an' I'll treat all hands. I've jest had three
barrels of corn-juice arrive, an' it's fine stuff. I want everybody to git a taste of it."
"I guess we will stay out here. We want to see how the
town looks, you know. Go in, the rest of you, and enjoy yourselves."
The claim jumpers began piling into the place as fast as
they could.
They were all anxious to taste the new lot of whisky.
Wild started his horse ahead.
"Come on, boys!" he said. "We will take a ride around
the town and look at things."
He said this loudly enough for every one to hear him.
The men from the new settlement could not understand
what he was driving at, as this seemed to be a rather funny
way for him to rescue the imprisoned girls.
But our hero knew what he was doing.
As soon as he was a few yards ii.way from the saloon he
passed the word for them to follow Cheyenne Charlie around
the little town for about ten minutes, and then come back
to the saloon .
"I am going to get into that shanty without any of them
,knowing it, if I can," he said to the scout. "I want to get the
!girls out of there without it coming to a fight, as that will
be the best way, I guess."
"All right," replied Charlie. "I know jest what you want
us to do."
The next minute Wild slid from the back of his horse and
banded the bridle rein to Jim Dart.
It was a convenient spot for him to do it, as there was a
dense thicket right there.
Into the thicket he went, and then he began hurrying
toward the saloon, while his companions rode on in a leisurely
fashion.
Young Wild West was not long in working his way to the
rear of Cayuse Jack's shanty.
Once there, he watched his chance and moved slowly for
the door in the rear.
He got there without being observed by any one in the
place.
He could hear the clinking of glasses and the boisterous talk
of the men, and that told him that they were paying little
attention to anything else than drinking just then.
Wild's quick eye soon caught sight of the ladder that went
up to the rooms over the bar and the one he was peering into.
To think with him was to act, and the next moment he
was ascending the ladder.

out their knowledge, if possible. Now, calm yourselves. Your
relatives and friends are close by."
One of the girls fainted at the joyful news, so there was
nothing left for Wild to do but to take her in his arms and
carry her.
"Come on," he whispered to the others. "Be careful, now,
or you will spoil our chances. If it comes to a fight, we won't
stand much of a show. Come to think of it, you had better
go down first and see how the land lays," and he nodded to
Julia Kent.
"I will do just as you say," she answered, stepping over to
the head of the ladder.
The girl was now remarkably brave, and unhesitatingly she
began to descend the ladder.
When she was far enough down to look in the direction of
the barroom she gave a nod, indicating that it was all right,
and then went down.
"You go next," said our hero to the other girl.
Tremblingly she did so.
She, too, succeeded in getting down the ladder, and then
the pair stood huddled in a corner.
It was no easy task to descend the ladder with the girl in
his arms, and do it noiselessly, but Wild had executed fa,
more difficult feats, and soon he reached the floor below.
The back door of the shanty was on a direct line with that
which opened into the barroom, so the critical part of it all
would be to get' out unobserved.
The boy thought for a moment and then came to- the conclusion that it would be better to wait till his friends came
back before he attempted to get out with the girls.
When Cheyenne Charlie and the rest came back and halted
in front of the saloon the crowd in the place would naturally
look out to see them.
Then they would have a chance to get out of the shanty
unobserved.
The biggest part of the ten minutes he had told Charlie to
occupy in riding around had already expired.
It would not be long now before they came back.
They must have been a little ahead of time, for scarcely a
minute had elapsed after Wild had decided on that plan of
action when be heard the sound of horses' hoofs approaching.
"Now, then," he whispered to the girls, "when I say the
word, I want you to step out of that door and walk around
to the front of the building."
"Won't the men see us there?" asked Julia Kent, doubtingly.
"Oh, yes! But our friends will be there, too."
"Oh!"

CHAPTER XI.
THE

omr.s

ARE RESCUED

Young Wild West breathed something like a sigh of relief
when he reached the upper floor of the shanty.
He found himself in a good-sized room, that was evidently
used as a sleeping apartment.
But there was no sign of any one being in it just then.
He looked around and soon saw a door that must lead into
an adjoining room.
"That's the place where the girls must be,\' he thought.
"Well, I will soon know."
He softly crossed the room and paused before the door.
There was a big lock on it, and a key was in the lock.
As the boy listened he heard a sob and then whispering
voices from the inside.
Then he felt that the girls were really in the room.
He gave a gentle knock on the door.
Then all was silent on the other side.
"Hist!" he called out in a low tone. "I am a friend come
to take you away from here. I came in possession of your
note."
He waited no longer after that, but turned the key in the
lock and threw open the door.
Before him stood three young girls with tear-stained faces
and brightening eyes.
Help had come to the captives at last.
The instant Julia Kent saw the face of Young Wild West
she knew she was saved.
"I am so glad," she cried joyfully.
"Not so loud," cautioned Wild. "There is a score or more
of villains downstairs, and we must get away from here with-

Just as the horsemen halted in front of the saloon Wild
gave the girls the word to go ahead.
They did so.
With the one who had fainted in his arms he started after
them.
Just then Rake, one of the villains who had planned to
marry Mollie Brown, came into the room.
When he saw Young Wild West in the act of leading the
three captives to liberty, he stepped in the center of the room
and drew a revolver.
If he had not done that, he might have lived a little longer,
but as it was, Young Wilcl West's revolver cracked , and he
dropped t.o the floor, a bullet through his heart.
"Run!" cried Wild to the girls, ancl then out they went.
Cheyenne Charlie and lhe rest heard the shot that Wild
fired, and they suspected that he had got into trouble.
Consequently they started to ride around to lhe rear of the
building.
They were just in time to meet the daring boy and the girls.
One of the men happened to be the father of the girl who
had fainted , and he very quickly took her from Wild.
The other girls were very quickly taken charge of by two
more of the men from the new settlement, and then our hero
leaped upon the back of his horse.
But there was no need for them to be in such a hurry, as
the claim jumpers had not shown signs of opposing them
as yet.
They seemed to be surprised at seeing the girls-that is, the
majority of them did.
"Gentlemen," said Young Wild West in a ringing voice,
"has any one any objection to these young ladies leaving this
town?"
There was no answer at first, then the fellow who had held
the card for Wild to shoot at cried out:
"No objections, Young Wild West!"
"All right, then. We will see you a little later on, gentle-
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men!" and with that he turned and rode from the spot, followed by the resl of the party.
Not a hand was raised to stop them, nor was there a shot
fired after they turned their backs on the crowd.
Back they rode to the claim of Eugene Cobb, where they
found the rest of the men from the new settlement anxiously
awaiting their return.
When they saw the girls with them, the waiting ones broke
into a cheer that was loud and long.
The girl who had fainted from joy had returned to consciousness by this time, and when she told the men that the
dashing boy with the long hair had saved them single-handed,
another cheer went up.
They crowded one another in their efforts to grasp Wild's
hands.
Julia Kent, being the coolest of the three, told the story of
their abduction and the events that followed.
She was listened to with wonder and admiration.
But when it came to the rescuing part, the men thought it
the most daring thing they had ever heard of.
The eyes of Eugene Cobb fairly sparkled when he heard
the girl tell the story in a dramatic way.
"I could love such a girl as that," he said to Wild, aside.
"You didn't hear that, miss, did you?" our hero asked, turning to Julia. "Mr. Cobb does not agree with you when you
say I need all the praise in this thing. He just told me that
he could love such a girl as you are. Now what do you think
of that-everybody?"
Then there was a mixture of laughing and cheering for the
next five minutes.
·
Everybody was happy just then.
The noise and excitement aroused the colonel from his
slumberi:;.
He came staggering from the shanty in a muddled and mystified way.
"I am an impecunious picayune if I know what this means!"
he cried. Then noticing the reddened countenance of his son,
he added:
·
"I am a direct descendant of a family of fire-eaters, and
so are you, Eugene. Now tell me what has hit you in the
face."
·
"He hasn't ieen hit in the face, colonel," said Wild. "He
!las been hit in the heart. Your boy has fallen in love, I guess."
Wild would not have said this, but he could see that Julia
Kent liked what had been said before, and he knew she would
not mind hearing it.
Horatio Whitehu;st stood grinning and bowing.
The sight of the girls was evidently a treat to him.
"By Jove!" he exclaimed, unable to keep still any longer.
"I never expected to see such pretty girls out here in the Wild
West. I-ah-excuse me, but won't some one giv'e me a per-·
sonal introduction to the young ladies?"
Wild promptly went to · the as~istance of the tenderfoot.
"Certainly, Mr. Whitehurst!". he exclaimed, and then he
made the introduction as well as a dancing master could have
.done it.
Then it was that Whitehurst showed how well he could
talk.
He had a flow of language that was great, and he amused
and interested the girls as well. ·
And when some one spoke about returning to the new settlement a little later, he insistod on accompanying them.
Our hero thought it would be a good idea for him to leave
the town, anyhow, so he advised him to go with the settlers,
and stop there till he and his friends came along to take him
back to civilization, as he called it.
It was getting toward sunset when the searching party
started to ride the twenty miles that intervened between there
and the new place, which, by the way, they called Prosperity.
Colonel Cobb allowed the tenderfoot to take his horse, saying that he could very easily procure another one when he
got ready to leave.
"We'll be home inside of three hours," said the old guide.
"Well, good-by, Young Wild West. May heaven bless you for
the good tum you've done this day.,.
"Don't mention it, suh!" spoke up the colonel. "He's a
direct de-"Well, never mind-!£ you ain't a descendant of a family
of fire-eaters, you ought to be."
There was a geed-natured laugh all around, some more
goqd-bys. and then the searching party left, accompanied by
the three girls and Iloratio Whitehurst.
Wild concluded to stay there until he had taught the claim
jumpers the way to run a town. ·
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"How soon will you be ready to leave?" he asked Eugene
Cobb, when they sat down to supper, about an i;J.our after the
party left.
"I can get ready in a. day, if ,rncessary," was the reply. "I
have my gold dust quried under the left corner of the )rnt
over there. It won't take long to get it out."
When the young man made this remark he had no idea !t
was being heard by any one else than our friends and his
father.
But it had, just the same !
The villain Ratsey had been lying in the bushes for the last
half hour, listening to their conversation.
He had sneaked to the spot shortly after the searching party
left, and since that time he had· been listening to what was
said.
.
But now that he had. heard that there was gold buried under
a ·cornPr of the shanty, he got ready to leave.
'rhe scoundrel was elated at the prospect of getting hold of
the gold.
The claim jumpers had been trying for a long while to learn
where the young miner kept his dust, and now they had found
out-or at least one of them had.
Ratsey lost no time, in getting to the saloon of Cayuse Jack.
He found the regular crowd of men belonging to the gang
there, and he lost no time in letting them know what he had
learned.
Though the men were much afraid of Young Wild .W est,
they forgot it, to a certain extent, in their eagerness to get
hold of young Cobb's gold.
"So Young Wild West an' his pards is goin' to stay over
there all night, hey?" remarked Cayuse Jack. "Well, I reckon
he thinks we won't bother him any more, but you kin jest
bet he's mighty mistaken. Boys, if we can't put ther finishin'
touches to that gang to-night, we never will have another
chance!"
"That's right!" spoke up Nailer. "When he downed Rake
this afternoon that made four fur us to lose. ·we've got to
avenge the death of our chums, boys!"
'The men had been drinking pretty heavily ever since Cayvse
Jack had treated them to the newly-arrived whisky, and t:11eY
were now in trim for almost anything, except facing Young
Wild West!
But they did not intend to face him.
"Vve'll set fire to the shanty," said Ratsey, "an' while they're
tryin' to put it out we'll shoot 'em down from ther cover of ther
bushes."
.
This seemed a first-rate plan, so they unanimously decided
upon it.
They kept on drinking until about an hour after dark, and
then, one by one, they sallied forth on their murderous errand.

CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION

Our friends were keeping a sharp watch around the shanty,
for Wild felt that it was just possible that. the claim· jumpers
might take a notion to attack them.
It could not have been more than twenty minutes after
Ratsey sneaked away before seven men showed up before the
shanty.
They were strangers to Wild and his partners, but young
Cobb recognized them at once as being men who had lost their
claims to the villains who had jumped them.
"We heard that Young Wild West was after the claim jump-ers," said the spokesman of the little party, "so we thought
we'd come over an' offer to help fight ther gang that has been
makin' life miserable fur us around here so long. All's we've
Iac:ked is a good leader, or we'd have either whipped 'em or
got whippeu before this. There's plenty of good pay dirt
around th!:;; locality, an' it's a shame that a gang of villains
like them has got to keep us from gittin' it. They jump a ·
fell'3r's claim jest fur fun, it do seem, for they seldom work
it after they have taken possession of it."
"I am glad that you fellows have showed up," answered
Wild. "I heard a whole lot about claims being jumped around
here, but you are the first ones to tell me so in person. You
just take things easy, now, ·and I'll guarantee that you'll have
your claims back by to-morrrow night this time. I have undertaken the task of taming this tough town, and before I
go away I hope to have the name changed from Tough To'WD .
to Tame Town."
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"An' you kin be_t yonr last dollar that we'll help yer!" said
another of the mmers.
"So say we all! " cried the spokesman.
Our hero sized them up and found them to be what appeared
to" be a likely looking lot of men.
Where are your horses?" he asked.
"We ain't got no horses now," answered the spokesman.
"Cayuse Jack's gang stole 'em some time ago."
"Ahl So they are horse thieves as well as claim jumpers,
are they? Well, I guess they do need to be attended to. You
may as well make yourself comfortable, so sit down and have
a cup of coff'ee with us."
The men were only too glad to accept the invitation, since
they had been roughing it around considerable in their efforts
to locate other new claims that would pay them.
Elugene Cobb was a very llberal tellow, anyway, and he insisted that they should eat up the last bacon he had.
The Kentucky colonel introduced himself to them, assuring
them that he was a direct descendant of a famiiy of fire-eaters,
, and then he went for hls demijohn to treat them.
It Is doubtful if he really did think there was anything left
in It; but he made a great show of being surprised when he
found it was empty.
"Eugene," he said, "I've got to have some Bourbon as soon
as possible."
·
"I don't know where you are going to get it, dad," was the
reply.
"I guess I dare venture to git it," spoke up one of the
men who had been driven from their claims. "I go in Cayuse
Jack's place quite often. They don't bother me any more,
since they've got my claim an' horse. Give me your demijohn,
boss."
That satisfied the old man, and he promptly handed over
the demijohn and a ten-dollar bill.
The miner at once started off.
In due time he came back with the whisky.
"I'ln glad I went," he said to Wild; "I found out somethln'."
''What did you learn," asked the boy.
"I found out that a whole lot of them fellers is comin' over
here purty soon to bur,n your shanty an' get hold of some
gold dust that's buried under one corner of it."
"Well, let them come!" exclaimed our hero, grimly. "I
guess we'll be ready for them when they get here."
It did not take him a minute to form a plan of action.
He promptly ordered all hands to get inside the shanty.
As soon as all hands were inside he started off through the
bushes to do a little scouting on his own hook.
He kept on in a circle till he was pretty close to the saloon
owned by Cayu.se Jack.
Then it was that he noticed men leaving it one at a time
and heading for the claim of Eugene Cobb.
He waited till he saw two of the men come out together.
He recognized them as being Cayuse Jack and Ratsey.
It being dark, Wild had no difficulty in stealing right up
to them.
He walked along behind them till they were within a hundred. yards of the shanty, and then, stepping up, he placed
a revolver against either of their heads and exclaimed:
"Walk straight to Cobb's shanty! If you dare to make a
move to the contrary, off goes the tops of your heads!"
The v1llaina were thunderstru ck.
He now had his hands fast to their collars, while the muzslea of the revolvers pressed against their heads at the same
time.
In this wa.y he triumphantly marched them to the door of
the shanty.
A couple of words 1n a low tone from the boy and the door
was opened.
"I have a couple of fel}ows here who would like to come in,"
he said.
Eugene held a lantern in front of the vill.ains, and then
gave a cry of surprise.
"Ther jig is up!" said Cayuse Jack, with a groan. "I knowed
there was no use in puttin' up a fight ag'in Young· Wild West.
I said so at the start."
"If you knew that, why did you keep up the game?" asked
Wild, with a chuckle. "You could have stopped all this, if
you had desired to do so."
"No, I couldn't. Ther gang would have called me a coward,
1f I had tried to stop 'em from comin' here."
"Are they within hearing of your voice?"
"Yes, I reckon they must be."
"Very well. When I shoot off my revolver, I want you to

yell out at the top of your voice for them to come on. Do
you understand?"
·'Yes.·•
The weapons of the two had been taken from them the moment they entered the shanty, and they now stood with their
hands tied behind their backs.
Facing Cayuse Jack to the door, Wild pointed his shooter
toward a line of bushes some distance away and fired it.
As the crack rang out a yell of pain went up, showing he
had hit one of the claim jumpers by accident.
"Come on, boys!" yelled Cayuse Jack.
The next minute the villains appeared, shooting as they
came.
"Ponr it into them. felJows!" said Wild, calmly.
The rifles and revolvers hl •'nging to those in the shanty
began belching out death and destruction.
They k ept on firing till there was not a moving figure to
be seen, and then Wild told them to quit.
"I guess a few of them went under," he observed. "Now,
then, we will take things easy till morning."
A double watch was kept, but it was not necessary, for not
a soul showed up during the night.
At daylight Young Wild West was up and stirring.
He succeeded in arcusing everybody but the colonel in
short order.
"Let him sleep," said Chey:mne Charlie, with a look of
disgust.
So they did.
An investigation showed ·the bodies of five of the claim
jumpers lying where they had fallen, and there was more than
one trail of blood leading from the place.
Wild called the men together, and they started for the saloon, taking their two prisoners with them.
· When they got there they found all the horses that had
been. stolen from the miners tied to trees in front of the saloon,
and a big placard on the door, w).lich had the following inscribed on it:
"We have quit the game.
We will be good citiz:ms.
Don't hang us!"
"That· sounds all right," said Jim Dart, "but where are
they?"
At that moment the door of the shanty opened and a man
stuck his h ead out.
It was one of the "bad" men.
"Is it a go, pard?" he asked.
"I am going to leave It to the men you have been making
miserable," answarerl our hero.
Then he advised the seven men to elect a leader and decide
on some plan of action.
This they did at once, selecting the man who had acted as
spokesman when they went over to Cobb's shanty.
After a few minutes' talk, the man was called out.
Then tile man nam ed Hunt was askec!. for.
It wai:; found that he was among the slain.
"Well,·• said the le;i,der of the miners, "there's only one
thing to be done that will s,1tisfy us an' finish ther tamin' of
ther town, an' that is to swing Cayuse Jack, Ratsey an' his
pal. 'l'hey are the worst of them that's left. Up they go,
boys!"
In less than ten minutes they had hung the culprits right
in front of the saloon.
"Now, then, name ther town, Young Wild West!" called out
the leader.
"All righ t; call it Tame Town, then."
"Tame Town it is, then. Hooray!"
There is iittle more to add to our story.
Wild and his partners went away from the town that morning, the colonel and his son going with them.
They stopped at the settlement on the way, and were surprised to learn that Horatio Whitehurst and Julia Kent had
gone to Ilelt Creek to be married, and would meet them there.
The Kentucky colonel and his son said they guessed they
would remain at the settlement for a while, as there was no
further danger from the claim jumpers.
Our friends knew the younger Cobb was in love, so they
did not persuade him to go with them.
Next week's Issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST AND
THE PRAIRIE PEARL; OR, THE MYSTERY OF NO MAN'S
RANCH.''
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CURREi T NEWS
boti10s were Rold for an average of 20 cents a dozen, and
brouc·ht the junkman $·-l.00. Other junk collected and
solc1 by Gross the past year were: 50,000 old grain bags,
10,000 usccl automobile (ires, 3,000 old rubber shoes, 3,000
pounfls of brass, ropper and other metals, 6,000 pounds
of rags, 80,000 pounds of scrap iron, 2,000 pounds of
grec•n hides, 2,000 pounds of wool and 1,500 pounds of
A di, patch to Reutcr's TclPgram Company from Melpelts.
bourne ~a:vs that Rrwm Baker, an American motor cyclist,
coyered 930 mile<. there in twenty-four bourR. This is a
A new moon has been discovered. The discovery adds
world's record. The previous professional motor cycle
another to Jupiter's collection, making a grand total
still
record for twenty-four hours was 775 miles 1,340 yards.
Details of the lunal phenomenon were given at
eight.
of
It was made by TI. II. Collier, Canningtown, England_.
Academy of Sciences, where an important exChicago
the
hours
twenty-four
for
record
amateur
llfay 5, 1909. 'l'hc
is l,0f.l3 miles l ,0:>1 yarcl . It is held hy CharlcR Spencer, hibit of astronomical photographs and instruments is in
progrcs" under tlw_l1ircction of Lowell Obserrntory. "It
who made it at :-.:lpringficlcl, fass., in October, 190f.l.
has been known for a long time that J11piter had six
moon~,'' e:xplainer1 \V. C. Brmrn of ~Toi-thwcstcrn UniverThe annual hanquct of the 1 Tumher Ten C'lnh, oro-a 1ir.erl sity, "and something over two years ago a seventh moon
in Frankfort, Ind., thirty years ago with ten rnemberR, was discovered. Last spring some remarkable photographs
was held recently at the apartments of Robert Klopfer. were taken, which evidenced the existence of still another
The club b::is met once each year since it organization and moon, making- eight. This verified the contention of cereats wild game killed by the members. When a member tain well known European astronomers."
dies his place is reserved at the table, places always being
set for ten. A bottle of wine was given to the club at the
first banquet, and this was put away with the um1erRtandDetails regnrding a Teuton hydro-aeroplane which fell
ing that each year the bottle should be placed on the table, into the hands of the Russians in the Riga region are of
and whr11 the last sul'Viving member sits at the table alone unusual interest in that they cJisclose the thoroughness
he hall open the bolile and drink the wine.
with which German aircrnft are finished and equipped.
To quote from the report of the Morning Post correspondent at Pctrograd: "All the necessary manipulating parts
corn1cclion
in
The ~upcrioriiy of American clays for 11,:c
with the glass induRtry has been dcmonstratccl bv tc ts of the machinery are made luminous at night with a raat lhe Piltsburgh laboratory of the Bureau of Sta~dard . dium composition. There is a special newly invented level
The bureau announces that American glass manufacturers to facilitate handling the plane in darkness, and a spewill herca fter he independent of foreign material for this cial compass, and seats are provided for three. The hydropurpose. The glass refractories (pots in which the glass aeroplane carries a searchlight, a Maxim, and a rifle, with
is melted) prepared of American clays ham been fou,nc1 an adequate supply of ammunition, and ten bombs, five on
to give better results than those manufactured with the each side, of ten pounds weight apiece."
addition of German plastic clays, or of German clays
alone.
Although lacking in that science which makes polo the
game it is, a sport indnlged in this ~·ear by the cowboys of
Tl,e U11itcr1 Sbks Rnreau of Plant Indtrntry has pub- the Southwest at their annual meet is one which demands
lished a l,ulletin describing what appears to he a valuable an exercise of much skill in horsemanship, says Popular
new ~ourcc• of paper; riz., zacaton (EpicampcR macroura ::\Iechanics. It is played by eight mounted men, four on
Ben th.), a gra:-s growing wild in abundance in :Mexico anc1 each side. At each goal is a small square box. In the
Central America. 'I'hi is but one of seYeral po~sible pa- middle of the field is a third case, which is filled with po·
per-making plant,- thn.t i.hc bureau has under invcstig8tion. tatocs. The riders are provided with long, lancelike, sharpYear by year the demand for materials qthcr than wood pointed poles. At a signal they dash at the potato box,
and ragR capable o( yiclc~ing paper on a commercial scale certain of them attempting to spear potatoes and plunge
becomes more urgent. \V ood is now used in lhis country back to their goal boxes with them. At the same time the
for pulp rnanufoctn re to the· amount of about 4,500,000 guard. of one side endeavor to prevent the scoring of the
cords a year, and the cost of pulp-wood is steadily rising.
other hy blocking their opponents, preventing them from
spearing a potato in the first place and-if one succeeds in
Will, On·goa r1ry it is Rnfc 1o prcr1icl that history will tloing so-hy knocki.ig the tuber from the lance. At the
n,)t rrpcnr in the raRc or onr crop harve~rcr1 in the Hoorl end nf eight minutes the game is stopped, and the side
Riv r \rnl!rv wllf·n rr. Gr'.~~, loc3 \ puH'l1ascr ,i [ junk, col- hnving the greate$t number of potatoes in its goal box
lected a11d so ld ~,000 dozen whiskey and beer bottles.· The wins.
Three hundred thousand muskrat kins were auctioned
off at the third clay of the great fur sale in St. LouiR.
They brought from 9½ to 15 cents each. The fors were
sold in lots of 700 to 2,;"300. Seventy thousand opossu rn
skins ancl 51,000 skunk skins also were auctioned off.
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Charley, .the Cattle King
-OR-

THE BOY WHO OWNED THE RANGE
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XIII (continued)
"You must be ·a fraid of him. He is a man to be afraid
"Good enough! It may come to that. Have you any- of. What we want if. we are going to ride out to the corral
thing to suggest?"
are liorses. How are you going to get them without run"Well, yes, several things, but I'll have to ask you a ning foul of him?"
few questions first."
"You think he is laying for me downstairs?'·
"Ask as many as you wish."
"Of cours!:) ho is."
"Are you alone here, except for the boy in the store?"
"Then so much the more reason why I should go down
"Except for him and an old woman wl10 acts as my un- and have it out with him, right now.''- ·
cle's housek.eeper. She's in becl and asleep; anyhow, she's
"Would you shoot him, Charley?"
of no account."
"I certainly don't propose to let him shoot me. The
"If you go to the hotel, would you be safe?"
q 11estion is, Carrie, will you go with me to the corrll,l ?"
"I wouldn't be safe anywhere in this town 1\gainst . Pete
''Sure I will!"
Michaels and that gang."
"Settled. Wait here till I get the horse for you. I
"That is serious, but why"?"
won't be long.''
"Now come, Charley, you don't know your.own business,
"Let me go with you, Charley?"
so I must tell you. Pete is a fraud from way back. He
"No. Have you a horse?"
has been selling off the cattle on the range on his own ac- . "We own two. They are both out. Uncle Joe lent them
count for the last two years; ever since your father died to a friend of his."
he has been doing a land office business in that line, anr1
"That's enough. Be ready when r call for yo1:1," said
his trade is about the only thing what keeps this place Charley.
ali~e." ,, _ .
.·
.
_ ,
..
He clapped on his hat, threw open the door and hurried ,
I see, iephecl Charley, gnmly. He knell, of c?urso, downstairs with his hand on the revolver, which he had
that Uncle Joe must be m the busmess, too, but he did not ,thrust loosely in the outside pocket of his coat.
think ·it best to press. the matter any further.
_.
.
. ·
''Tha t' s a11 n·ght," h e sa1c
· 1. "If. tl1ere 1s
· no 1101p t o 1)e
Carne. flew down
the staus after him.
"R
h
.
·
ush !" she w isperecl, seizing his arm. " You can go
hacl I must help you, that's all. T 11ere are two . ~ays. You
..
th .
y
cl 't
th
h th t
1 l
, ~
.
Olh 1,y
ou nee n go
roug
e s ore
can n'd e out to my corra1 .rN o. 5, w h ere 1·11
1 t you are
, see
e1a
t
,, e sic c ctoor.
11
protected, or I can go clown on the street ancl look up my a a ·
.
men, Tom Leathers ancl 'rim McCarthy. Th~y'll stand _by : She opened tl1e door and Charley shpped out on the
me, and we will stand guard over you right here iIJ. your st reet.
own house. Since you see nothing in the scheme 'of takOne or two men were straggling along and there were ,a
ing you to the hotel, these two are the only plans I have few standing near the saloon next door.
to suggest."
'
·
"Do, for hea van's sake, take oare of yourself," breathed
"The second one is no good. If Tom Leathers is in town Carrie, as she closed the door.
he's ~lrunk by this time, and probably Tim MeOartby is,
"Don't fret about me," replie·cl Charley, and he started
too." ·'
·· ·
for the hotel.
"Is that sure?"
He had no more than passed the group at the saloon
"Dead sure. I know them both well."
when a voice behind him shouted :
·
"Then the only other way that I see is for you to go to
"Hi! Hold on, there! It's you; tenderfoot! You, I
the corral, where you will be safe."
mean!"
"Safe enough if we. can only get there. I sl1oulcl just
If he had beer{ anywhere else Charley would have gone
like to see any of the boys at No. 5 make me trouble! No, straight on about his business.
, no, Charley, the trouble is all at this .•encl and all my own
rrhat sort of thing, however, does not do in the far
making, worse luck."
· r,
·
West.
"Explain!"
Ont there, when by bad luck you happen to buck up
"Tom Peterson."
against a jealous cowboy, he is as liable to shoot you in the
"Well, I'm not afraid of him."
back as to face you.
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Charley stopped, wheeled around and saw Tom Peterson
coming toward him on the run.
His big slouch white hat was tipped back on his head
and he carried a revolver ready for business.
"Keep back, you!" shouted Charley, covering him and
stepping out into the roadway.
He hesitated just one second-just long enough to see
that the cowboy intended to come on.
Crack!
Charley took quick aim and :fired.
Crack!
Instantly came the answering shot, but it was Tom Peterson who dropped in the road.

CHAPTER XIV.
THE RAID OF THE RE:N"EGADES.

Charley stood motionless; the group around the saloon
held back. fearing probably that he '."ould fire again .
Tom Peterson staggered to his feet swe_a ring for all he
was worth.
His right arm hung limp; he reached with his le£t for
the revolver, which had fallen to the ground.
"Don't touch that gun!" shouted Charley. "I'll put the
other arm out 0£ business ·i£ you do!"
The cowboy straightened up, glared at him for an instant and then slunk away, entering the "Cowpunchers'
Home."
Charley then walked forward, picked up the revolver and
thrust it into his pocket.
Several 0£ the group 0£ men pressed about him.
"That was a blame good shot!" cried one.
"Did you mean it or was it an accident, young feller?"
demanded another.
"Say, hain't you reom Cathern·ood's son?" asked a third.
''That is who I am-Charley Catherwood," was the reply.
"You witnessed his attack on me, gentlemen. I merely
defended myself. I could have killed him i£ I had wanted
to. All I started in to do was to put his right arm out of
business so that hP could not kill me."'
"And you done it, by gaul !" cried a long-legged cowboy.
"Say, we rlon't none o[ us never interfere with no man s
quarrels hyar. A.11 the same, I'll warn you that yon ba"Ve
made a blamed bad enemy. 'l'om Peterson shot to kill, anc1
if he had been p1umh oher you'd be a dead one now." ·
"Or he would," replied Charley, dryly. "I know my
business. Good-night, gentlemen. Remember, I can shoot
to kill, too."
Ile turned on his heel an<l walked over to the hotel.
"Re's his father over again," he heard remarked behind
him. "There never was no better shot than Colonel Tom."
"I'm out of that hole in good shape," thought Charley.
He bad aimed for what he hit, and the flaring light in
front of the "Cowpunchers' Home" had favored him. At
no other point along the f'treet could he have hoped to do
so well.
'l'he sound 0£ the shot had brought several per ons out of
the hotel, the clerk among the rest.
Charley c0ulc1 not bnt notice the respect with which
they treated him as he descended the steps.
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"Can I hire a horse here?" he asked. "My name is
Catherwood. I am the present owner 0£ the Round Butte
range."
The hotel clerk was overwhelming in his politeness.
He was pleased to meet Mr. Catherwood. Certainly he
could have a horse. Two of them if he wished.
"I'm riding out to my range with a friend," said Charley. "I'll send the horse back by one of my men. If you
wish, I will pny you a deposit."
"It ~s not necessary," said the clerk. "If you keep the
horse overnight it is two dollars. You can pay that; no
1nore."
"Here you are," replied Charley, producing the cash.
"It is for a lady. Ha-re you a sicle-satldle?'·
"Yes, we have."
"All right. Put it on. I'll wait here and take the
horse."
"We can deliver it wherever you wish, sir," replied the
clerk, evidently curious to know who the lady in the case
was.
"No; I'll wait. By the way, have you seen a couple 0£
my men down here?"
"'l'here are several of your men in town to-night," said
thP clerk, with a chuckle. "You just plugged one of them,
I belicYe."
"He isn't the one I want," answered Charley, dryly.
"Long Tbm Leathers is the man I had in mind."
"Well, :vou don't want him, neither," chuckled one of
the byetnndcrs. "I seen Long Tom over in the Cowpunchers' a spell ago. He was drunker nor sixteen bileil.
owls."
"Tim McCarthy with him?"
"Yes, an' in worse shape nor Tim himself."
"All right. Thanks," replied Charley. ''The sooner
you get the horse the better," he added, turning to the
clerk.
Charley now went down the steps and stood in the
sireet.
His position was a difficult one. He could have been
hail-follow-well-met with the men about the door in a moment hy imiting tbrm in to the bar, but be did not drink
himscl£, nor did he care to give whisky to others.
Ile felt that he had to walk a pretty straight line in
orrlcr to hold his own.
"\Yould Tom Peterson strike at him again? Charley
thought it very probable. He felt that he could not keep
too well on the alert.
In a few moments a man appeared leading a gray broncho with a eide-saddle through the stable-yard.
"Five minutes will :fix it now if Carrie is only ready,"
thought Charley, with a glance across the street.
Then all in the same instant his ears caught sounds
which filled him with alarm.
It was the clatter 0£ _many hoofs in the distance.
Was it Red Feather's band?
Charle? could hardly doubt it.
Everything ~:"eeme(l to depend upon prompt action.
"Give me the bridle. I'll take care 0£ this horse now!"
he exclaimed, at the same time tipping the hostler half a
dollar.
(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
DOG DIGS UP TREASURE.
After Hawkinsville, Cal., had searched for three years
for the hidden wealth of 'l'homas Greenwood, a miner of
that town, a dog uncovered it.
Four boys, joint owners of the dog who dug up three
cans containing the accumulations of Greenwood, turned
over school and power securities valued at more than
$2,500, but kept all the gold they found, said to be about
$700.
Reports of the hidden treasure placed it as high a~
$50,000, and other parties are out looking for the remainder.

flabbergast S. Tiamanujan, a young Ilindu, who last year
left India and entered Cambridge University in England.
It would take him only a .few secohds to multiply 45.989
by SGJ.726, says Roys' Life. In less time than that he
could add 8,.5%,491.713,826 and 90,268,593. In the time
it would take the aYcragc choolboy to divide 31,021 by
13. Ramanujan could find the fifth root of 69,343,957, or
giYe the correct answer to the problem: What weight of
water is there in a room fl ooded 2 feet deep, the room
being 18 feet 9 inches by 13 feet 1 inches, and a cubic foot
of water weighing 6'.~½ pounds.
The profei,sors at Cambridge have found Ramanujan a
mystm-y, because lie is quite untanght and appears to haYe
discoYered for himself many of the deepest mathematical
principles.
America. has produrrc1 three wonclerfol boy calculators.
'·nfane loue Griflith," as he was en lied, could raige a munher to the ,:;ixth power in eleven second. Truman Safford
at the age of 10 coulcl multiply one row of .IHteen firrurcs
by another of eighteen in a minute, or less. The third
was \Yilliam J nmes Sidis, who at 14 went to Harvard and
astounded all of his instructors by bis profound grasp of
mathematical principles.

SEEK BURIED TRE.~SURE.
A group of Dallas, Texas, men have excavated nn immense hole in the remains of an old cave near the Iluzzarc'l
Spring Road, near the Wahoo Club Lake, in the belief
that they are about to find buried treasure. The amount
has been estimated at. as high as $2,000,000.
T . B. Stacy, organizer of the party, says that ten years
ago a negro woman, t hen 104 years old, told him of the
treasure. H e leased t he land and has often searched for
the tre88ure. A traction engine and other machinery are
now being used.
MICE A D RABBITb.
The negro woman said that she had once been held capPine mice and <'ottontail rabbits do much harm to fruit
tive and fo rced to cook for a band of highwaymen who
made the cave their hiding-place and the storehouse for and ornamental trees and to shrub$, as well as to garden
t heir plunder. The loot was placed in kettles and chests nnd farm crops throughout the Eastern portion of the
United States.
and buried.
Pinc mice are seldom Reen on account of their molelike habit~, for they live in their own underground burSO CCER GAMES AT NIGHT.
To obviate the necessity of postponing soccer games, rows or in mole runways. The presence of these mice in
caused by bad weather which lately has seriously inter- mole burrows can usually be detected by an occasional
runway.
fered with t he cup tics and the various league schedules i11 opening that they make to the surface from the
probut
mice,
meadow
the
ns
prolific
so
not
are
mice
Pinc
and around New Y ork City, a proposition bas been made
somethey
habits
underg-round
their
by
are
they
as
tcrtN1
to t he U ni ted St ates Football Association for official sancabundant. This is especially aption to be given fo r a t rial to play football by artificial times become abnormally
and owls, which are enemies
bawks
where
States
in
pnrent
light in the evenings of the fall and spring. The proposal
arc destroyed.
rodents,
these
of
has been well received by the authorities, and every con· 'T'l~e most practical method of controlling this pest is by
sideration will be given on the first favorable opportunity
poisoning. Sweet potatoes cut into small pieces have
fo r a try-out.
proved to be the most eiiecii ve bait. rrhey are prepared as
Success of the forthcoming trial will mean much for the
follows:
progress ·o f soccer football in America, for the serious situ, wect Potato Bait.-Cut sweet potatoes into pieces about
atiqn caused by bad weather has thrown the league schedthe size of large grapes. Moisten four quarts of these and
ules and cup tie in hopeless arrears.
drain off excess moisture. Slowly sift over them oneThe cost for lighting up the field will be about $10 a
eighth ounce of powdered strychn inc (alkaloid), using a
game.
pepper box or salt sha.ker for the purpose, and stir constantly to distribute ihe poison evenly.
LIGHTNING CALCULATING.
One or two pieces of the poisoned sweet potatoes shonld
Multiply 45,989 by 864,726. Ilow would you like to be dropped into the tunnels through the natural opcni11,:-s
have somebody pop that at you in arithmetic on some or through openings made with a stick. A systematic use
evening while at your little desk in your room, when you of this poison invariably results in an almost complete exare t rying to find out how much sugar you could buy for termination of pine mice. These pests are also easily
trapped, but owing to the extra time and labor required
$3.80 when the price is 5¾ cents a pound?
Well, the larger problem mentioned above would not this method does not compare favorably with poisoning.
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RIP

.E

=

APS

- OR -

TtlE GiiOSl\S OF GROGGY HARBOR
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XVII (continued)
"It depends upon yourself, Rip," said Joe Wynn. "Yon
bear what the mate has to say, and then you·u see which
side your bread is buttered on if you are anything like the
smart boy I've always believed you to be."
"All right," said Rip. "Let him bust ahead."
"I'll make a short story of it," said Mr. Campbell, ''because what is going to be done has got to be done before
daylight comes, and there's no t ime to talk. rrhcrc has
been a mutiny OD board the cutter, Rip. We have quit
the Government service, and by daylight we are oft for
Central America. Now, boy, when we put up this job we
expected to take a certain little bale of diamonds with us
that we knew was coming to Groggy Ilarbor last night.
We had everything arranged to get our hancls OD it, but
the storm came and you came, and all the rest happened,
and we didn't get that bale."
""N"o," said Rip. "You didn't get it. That's right. Is
Captain Bowser in this deal?"
":Xo, he isn't," said Mr. Campbell." Tm going to tell
you the whole story. He isn't in it, Rip, Captain Bowser
is a prirnner 011 board the cutter at the pre,cllt moment,
and so is the ·engineer and one or two othcrn who don't
agree with our views. 'vVe don't mean to harm them. We
shall put them :ishore at some lon ely point on the coast,
aucl then be off for Central America. I'll tell you more,
for we all like you, and would like right well to haYe you
go with us.''
"Yes," said Rip. "That would be fine; but what are you
going to do when you get down there?"
"Join my brother and seize an island o-fI the coast of
H onduras. 'rhere's one of the richest gola mines in the
world on it, and all we need is money to develop it. The
sale of the diamonds will give us that. In a couple of
years we shall all be as rich as mud. That's the scheme,
Rip."
"YeF," aid Rip. "Only trouble is you hal'cn't got the
diamonds, Mr. Campbell-that's all."
"But you can help us to rret them, Rip . You know where
they went to.'' said Joe 1iVynn, persua ively.
"YeF," eaid Rip, "I know, and I'm going to tell you.
When my boat was stove to pieces that little bale of diamonds ank to the bottom of the bay."
"And you didn't fish it out again?" demanded Campbell, looking Hip ful l in the eye.
"No, I didn't fi ah il out again."
"I believe· you are lying."

"Believe what you like."
"The smugglers you doubled on over on the sandspit believe it, too . They say yo u and that girl got the
diamonds and stole their boat."
"The last is true. We had to get away from the sand~
Fpit.
"Then why did you come here?"
"By aC'c:iclcnt. Lost our way in the fog."
"Where is the girl now? Tell the truth, Rip."
"l don't know, 1\Ir. Campbell. I know no more about
this plaC'e than you do, perhaps not so much. The girl and
I "·ere upstairs on the top floor of this building, and while
my back was turned she suddenly vanished. That's the
truth ."
"I believe every word of it," said Joe Wynn. "Mate, I
Q;llCRS we lrn vc lost the diamonds, but you knoF' what.
There's lots of valuable stuff concealed here at Groggy
Harbor, and it is up to us to get it. If what we heard
was straight then like enough there arc more diamonds.
Show us where the girl disappeared, Rip, and like enough
we shall find the entrance to the secret rooms underneath
thi, den."
"I'll clo it," said Rip. "But don't harm her. Shf)'s not
in this."
HC' led them to the top floor of the old factory without
aying a. word about l\fr. Venable, for be wanted to see the
end of the adventure, and did not care to make any further talk.
It was at the head of the stairs that Retta haa disappeared, it will be recollected, and here Mr. Campbell began pounding on the board partition.
"Ilollow !" he exclaimed suddenly, as he struck upon
one close by the entrance to the corridor which led between t l1c liltle rooms.
"That's what," said the cook. ':Bust it in!"
CampbGll, who was a big, powerful fellow, threw his
who1e weight again. t the partition.
'l'he thin boards yielded, ancl fell in with a crash.
"A secret staircase!'' saicl Campbell. "I thought as
mnC'h."
"I'll hct you it leads to the house !" exclaimed Rip excitedly. "Gentlemen, if we do find that poor girl you won't
do her :rny harm?"
"Who's going to hurt her?" growled Campbell. "I told
you tha.t. Come along, boys."
But little attention was paid t o Rip now.
It seemed pretty clear that the crooked customhouse
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But it was onlY for a minute.
The customho;se men soon put him out of busines and
had his hands tied behind him.
"Now we've got you!" cried Campbell. "I've seen you
b~fore, my man."
"Go to the deuce!" snarled the hunchback, and these
were the first words he had uttered.
"You used to be with Hodman's gang of smugglers on
Staten Island ten years ago."
"Go to the deuce!"
''Your name is Ben something or other-I .forget the
rest."
"Go to the deuce!"
"You were storehouse keeper there then. I hclpecl to
capture you, a11d you got two years."
"Oo to the deuce!" bellowed the hunchback, and he deliberately spit in the first officer's face.
'"I'ake it back," cried Campbell, dealing him a stinging
blow over the side of the head.
Ben began to cry like a baby.
That he was scarcely more than half-witted was evident
enough.
" ow, look here, Ben," said Campbell, "I will let up on
you if you will show us where the Groggy Harbor gang
keep the stuff."
"Go to the deuce!" was the snarling reply.
"You'll go to the deuce if you don't tell," said Campbell
calmly; he cocked his revolver and clapped it again. t Ben's
·
forel1eacl.
"Tell before I count three or I'll blow you straight to
blazes !" he said.
"Stop," said Ben.
"Well, will you tell?"
"Yes, if you make me."
"I'm making you now."
"Sa:v again you·ll kill me if I don't."
"I'll kill you if you don't !"
"'1.'hat's it. Say it again."
"I'll kill you ii you don't !"
"That's it; _y,1u ha Ye said it three times, and no feller
could be expected to stand for more than that. Come on."
Ben waddled through the door, and i.hcre they were in
the storeroom.
Campbell's lantern revealccl boxes and barrels, bales and
cases.
There was a grand scramble for the goods.
Cases and bales were torn open on all sides.
There was a good deal of silk, and a lot of expensive
bric-a-brac.
There were also oil paintings and costly fabrics and
other things which would appeal to the wealtI1y.
"'l'here's a good bit of stuff here that we can handle with
advantage," said Campbell, at last." "Stil~, it's not diamonds. Ben, show us the shortest way out of here. Boys,
lay hold, and we'll run some of this stuff cwwn to the
CHAPTER XVIII.
boats."
They had just started in on the work when Joe Wynn
RIP, THYING TO ESCAPE, FINDS HIMSELF TREATED TO A
suddenly shouted:
SU,RPRISE.
"Where's that young Rip?"
The h1mchback fought like a tiger.
Where, sure enough?
H e uil, i;c:ralched, kicked , snarlin,g like a dog all the
( To be continued)
while.

men belicYed his story, and had given up about the diamonde.
Campbell led the way down the secTet staircase.
When on the level of the second floor of the building
they came upon a heavy iron weight to which a rope running over a pulley was attached.
"'1.'here's what made your crash when you saw the ghost,
Rip!" exclaimed Campbell. "Oh, these fell~ws are slick
cards."
"We ought to have brought them two smugglers with
us," said Joe Wynn, "and I said so from the first."
"What did you do, with them?" asked Rip, innocently.
He never expected an answer, but he got it just the
same.
"Left 'em on the sand-spit where you left them," said
Campbell. "We went ashore and captured them. We
tried to make them tell some of the secrets of this place,
but they wouldn't, so we left them to get out of their fix
·the best they could."
Campbell now went on down the stairs, which ended in
a small bricked-up vault underground.
Here there was an iron door set in the wall. It proved
to be unfastened, and when Campbell pulled it open a
narrow passage leading in the direction oi the house was
revealed.
"Just a;:; I said!" cried Rip.
"That's what; you were right, by Jove!" replied Campbell. "Well, we must push ahead, but 'we want to go slow
and easy. Of course, this leads to the storehouse of the
I'll £:O ahead and keep the light almost shut
smucrcrl~rs.
bb
off. You fellows -follow me as still as mice, so if anybody
jumps on me you can be ready to jump on them."
Campbell now shut off the light to a mere glimmer, and
crept along the passage, considerably in advance of the
rest.
He covered the distance between the old fish-oil factory
and the house, which brought him up against another iron
door.
This also proved to be unfastened, and he passed
throucrlt into a small vault.
He~ there were two doors, one in front, and the other
on the right.
"Keep back, boys," whispered Campbell, "till I try
the e doors."
Tic had scarcely sp9ken when the door in front was suddenly thrown open, and a small man, bap.ly humpbacked,
burst into the vault.
Evidently he had not the least suspicion that any one
was therk, for he gave a sharp cry and backed away .
'1.'oo late to escape the first officer of the cutter, though.
Campbell sprang upon him like lightning, and caught
him bY the i.hroat.
"H;re's what we want!" he cried. "Come on., boys.
Come on~"
~
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TIMELY TOPICS
Bounty in the sum of $412.50 has been paid to Z. J.
Lynch, of ::'lfilner, Idaho, who brought in the hides of 162
coyotes and three wildcats. All were trapped by Lynch
in a little over two months' time.

which is everywhere seen, is to be stopped because it is
using up shipping, which brings petrol and rubber. The
importation of pulp and paper probably will be cut down
40 per cent."

Remains of six new species of prehistoric horses from
the Miocene and Pliocene periods have been discovered in
California by ProL J. C. Merriam, of the department on
paleoD:tology of the University of California. The specimens are of the three-toed variety and are said by Prof.
Merriam to be valuable contributions to the history of the
horse.

Two-year-old eggs may often be seen fo r sale at the native market in N anking, China. The Chinese, like other
peoples, consume quantities of eggs, but they have very extraordinary methods of preserving them for long periods
,according to the Popular Science Monthly. Eggs can be
found in various inland towns in China that are known to
be two or more years old. They are almost jet-black and
very hard, but nevertheless eatable. When fresh the egg~
are covered with a thin coat of clay OT similar mixture, and
then cooked until they are quite hard. They are then immersed for several hours in water. Treated in this way,
the eggs may be kept almost indefinitely.

Many trophies, including cups and gold medals won by
Platt AdamR, athlete arid member of the last Olympic
team reprc.:1enting the United States, ·were stolen from his
apartmen11 at No. 445 Mount Prospect avenue, Newark,
N. J., early the other morning. Detectives are investigating the rohbery, along with thefts committed in two other
Katheryne May Frick, a deaf, dumb and blind ward of
apartments of the building at the same time. Adams'
the State for whom the Pennsylvania Legislature makes
loss was fixed at $1,500. Entrance was gained by forcing
an appropriation at each session, will celebrate her sixback the spring lock of a door.
teenth birthday shortly. Seven years ago Katheryne came
to· the care of the State from her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A case of rabies reported in England last spring was the William Frick, of Harrisburg, Pa. Her mind was totally
first in that country since 1902, and occurred in a dog undeveloped and she was absolutely helpless. The girl now
that was being held in the six months' quarantine which speaks with a clear enunciation, though she has never heard
the English law imposes on all dogs brought into the a word spoken, is well-informed on all current subjects,
country to prevent the introduction of this disease. Rabies uses a typewriter and does about everything within certain
was banished from England by muzzling. Austrnlia and limitations that any normal girl can do. For seven years
New Zealand have never had any cases of rabies, and a she has been under the care of Miss Mabel P. Whitman,
system of quarantine and inspection prevents its intro- and is pronounced almost the equal of Helen Keller.
duction . Sweden, Norway and. Denmark are practically Katheryne has a topographical map on which she follows
free from it.
the course of the various military campaigns in Europe.
I

The collection of Indian relics of the late Prof. T. S. C.
Lowe, which it took more than thirty-five years to gather,
and is valued at $200,000, has been given to San Francisco. The gi.rt was made by William M. Fitzhugh,
wealthv oil man and former surveyor, who secured it after
Prof. Lowe's death . The collection contains 20,000 objcctc., all dealing with aboriginal life in America, and -contains J ,400 specimens of California Indian baskets, pottery, carved beads, stone pipes, musical instruments and
shell money from the Santa Barbara Islands. The collection will be housed in Golden Gate Park.
An important Government statement is expected to be
maclr, in Parliament when the question of Sweden's prohibition of the export of wood pulp is raised. The Weekly
Dispatch says that the English Government has decided
on drastic steps as regards the importation of luxuries.
"It ma:v be safely stated," says the Dispatch, "that in a
few weeks' time there will be no imported luxuries whatsoeYer. Certain necessities will still be admitted, as for
example bananas for the poor, but expensive imported
fruits for the rich will pe debarred.. Wasteful motoring,

I

------

'

The reason why the British and their Allies are continuing to build battleships is that they have discovered
a certain kincl of shell which does not recochet on hitting the water and which is death to submarines, according
to an article published in the New York Times. According to this story, the shell in question has a nose of a certain shape which eliminates the possibility of ricocheting,
and is exploded at any desired depth uncler water by a
peculiar fuse which is fired through the action of sea
water trickling through a tube in the shell's nose and mixing with potash. 'rhe depth at which the shell is to burst
is regulated by the length of this tube through which the
water is forced into the potash. The bursting charge is
from forty to 400 pounds of high explosive, and it is asserted that if the detonation takes place within a distance
of 1,000 feet of a submarine under water it is sufficient
to crush in the frail sides of the craft. The 'l'imes' 'informant stated that t he destrudtion of the German submarine "blockade" had been undertaken by battleships
and large cruisers firing these shells and using the French
field artillery method of a "curtain of fire." The shell is
also mid to be efficacious against submarine mines.
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It is announced by the officials of an American aer9plane
man nfncturing company that orders have been placed by
the Allied governments for 11 huge battleplanes of most
modern dPsign. Each aeroplane will weigh in the neighborhood of 30,000 pounds, and the framework will be entirely of steel. It is said that the wing spread is to be
180 feet, while tlrn length of the aer oplane from tail to
propellers will be 104 feet. The framework will be constructed on the ca11tilever truss principle, insuring great
strength with a minimum weight. Twin boclies will be
usecl, P-ach body carrying an e;gine of 800 horse-power.
It is planned i.o arm the machines with four guns, two
fore and two aft, of a caliber of betwren 1½ and 2 inches,
and rapable of firing 20 to 40 shots per minute . Each
airship will carry a number of bombs of any ize up to 14
incheR in diameter. The specifications call for a speed of
85 miles an hour with full load and a crew of six men.

GOOD CO UREN'11 NElVS AU.'f]CLES
1\Iiss Mabel Henderson, sereni.cen years olu, is the her oine of the hour at Bolen, Wis. Single-hande d, she fought
a big timber wolf with a mop handle and killed it.

G1{INS ANH CHUCI{LES
She-~irs. X ewecl has a bird of a bonnet. He-And her
husband has i he hill of the bird.

The Congress of Ecuador has gmntcrl a concsssion for
"Why do they call it the face of the earth?" asked th e
a steamship line between Guayaquil, Ecuador, and Philadelphia. 'l'he vessels of the company arc to navigate un- teacher. "'CanFe there is so much dirt on it, I suppose,"
der the Ecuadorian flag, and at leirnt 011"-bal ( of the em- replied the _youthful one.
ployees are to be natives of Ecuador. It is stipulated that
Grandpn-'I'r mmY, name omc important things that
the steamships must begin running within one autl oneexist to-clay but were unknown one hundred years ago .
half years after the signing of the contract.
Tommy-Yo u ancl me.
War h as brought a big boom in the match induRiry of
Sweden, one of the country's principal sources 0£ reYenne.
Not only has t he output greatly increased, but it is estimated that prices have gone up 100 per cent. One reason
for this is the practical elimination of Belgian competition.
All the Swedish 1!1atch mill are working under hi'.!:h pressure and confidence is expressed that the boom conditions
will continue for at least another year.
Martin Greenbaum, a farmer of ·warsaw, Ind., narrowly
escaped de:ith under a strawstack. Cattle had burrowed
in t he stack so tbat it threatened to topple over. Greenbaum attempted to prop up the stack ancl was canght under it when it collapsed. He was dug out two hours later
by relatives who missed him and who had found him under the straw after a long hunt. Ile was almost su O'ocated
when rescued.

"I ,ro11l,ln't marry that old man for his money ." "Well,
you've got a poor opinion of my taste if you think I
,roul<l m:nry him for love."
Singleton-A fter a man is deacl he is soon forgotten .
Secondun-Y f<, as a rnle; but the poor jay who is married to his widow is never allowed to forget him.
"Ilivers, to settle a controversy, wasn't the be~t meal you
eYer hac1 a dinner on a first-class ocean steamer?'' ":No ;
you lose, Brooks. 'l'he best meal I ever had was on an
empty stomach .. ,
"Pa," snid young Tumblcstone , "if I eat elates enough
will I tnrn into a calendar?" "You will turn into bed
this instant," said the elder Tumblestone , " or I will assist
you!"' Ile turned in.

The T er ritory .of Hawaii now has in hand reclamation
"They c;ay," aid Mrs. Oldcastle, "that Mr. Facldlewaite,
workR that will cost about $300,000, with several other
projects rn contemplation, says the World Review. At who used to belong to our church, has become an agnostic."
H onolul u a strip of land half a mile wide, starting near "Is that so? Josiah used to take his lunch at the same
the wharves and exten ding for about three miles along the place as he diu downtown, and he ays he often warned
shore, is being put in sanitary condition . Another project him that he'd get it if he didn't give up eatin' so fast."
well under way, known as the Waiolama reclamation
proj ect, will impr ove the waterfront of Hilo, on the Lland
"Row is it business has so much improved in the side
of Hawaii. P reliminary surveys are being made for the Rhow ?" asked the man from the m ain tent. " I started
the
Kaik iki reclamation project, and filling will soon begin. 'living skeleton' to smoking cigarettes," replied the
husThis parcel of lancl adjoins the famous Waikiki Beach, and tling manager. "I don't see why that should draw
peoits reclamation will open a large area of desirable resi- plc." "Yes; every mother takes her boy in and points
out
dcnce property.
. the horrible example."
·
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Not only was John Sands an old acqu~intance of GeOTge
White, but Mrs. White as well, having been on intimate
terms with both before their marriage.
By Horace Appleton
Sands was a large creditor of the firm of White &
Springer, and it was some relief to George to find him at
"We are short, Mr. White," said J unc Springer, the his house. He intimated, as soon as tea was over and a
partner of George .White i.n the meTcantile business.
suitable opportunity ofMred, to mention their embarrassing
"Ilow much?" asked Mr. White.
condition to their friend.
"I do not know exactly," Spribger replied, looking care"I am real glad to see you, Jolin," said Mr. White, famifully over their a.ccount books, "but our losses are ·im- liarly. "Now wait until after tea, and we can have a somense."
cial chat."
"It will reach thousands?"
1'ea was over, and Mr. White, his wife and guest re''YQS."
to the cozy little sitting-room.
turned
"I have feared it' for some time."
A cheerful fire blazed in the grate, and the room was
heavily?"
so
lost
we
have
"How in the world
strongly indicative of comfort.
"It has been by robbery."
Mr. John Sands seated himself by the center table, while
"Who has done it?"
White, with every business• care. gone from his face,
Mr.
"I know the thief, and to-night will put the officers on
doing his best to make t he evening pleasant for his
was
justo
his track. 'l1he wretched villain shall be brought
and guest.
wife
tice."
was on the left of Mr. Sands, a.nd Mr. White
·Mrs.White
"Who is he?"
talking merrily to both.
right,
bis
on
stood
«I will make no disclosures, Springer, until he is found
I
Crack
and safely lodged in jail;, but I know him."
A sharp report rang out on the air, startling all.
· The men sat for· a moment in their small office regardThere was a jingle of falling glass, and footsteps hurrying each other with anxiety and perplexity. George White
away from the window through which the shot had ·
ing
was a man about thirty-five years of age, with a jet-black
come.
mustache anc1 daTk hair, inclined to curl. His eyes were
•
back, clasped his forehead with his
Mr. White staggered
cla.r k gray, almost black, and he was a thorough business
left hand and clutched the air with his right, and fell backman.
The man who sat at tl1e desk was perhaps three or £our wards, his shoulders ' striking against the £ender.
"Oh, heavens!" shrieked th~ terrified Mrs. White, claspyears his senior, a nervous, irresolute, yet a careful man.
her hands in !error and grief.
ing
The two were regarded as the best ,business firm in New
Mr. Sands sprang to his feet, upsetting his chair.
York City. What qualities one lacked, the other made up.
Mrs. White swooned, and John Sands rang the bell.
Springer closed and locked the safe, and he and his
Servants and police soon swarmed in the room.
partner left the room.
The broken window pane suggested from whence the
Scarcely were they out upon the street before a man who
mysterious shot had been fired, ·but although the police
was croucl1ed behind a ]arge bookcase arose.
He had evtdently been eavesdropping, and had overheard were put at once on the track no tra.ce of the murderer
could be found.
all that had passed between the partners in business.
The next day Mr. Joseph Phelps, the chief clerk, was at
Re was chief clerk for the firm of White & Springer.
post very busy. He was somewhat nervous and very
his
His £ace was cleathly pale, and he was trembling-with illmuch horrified to learn of the assassimition of one of his
supprcssecl emobon.
"He suspected me! By all that is powerful, he knows employers.
that I robbed the till morning and night! Oh, misery!
The best detectives in the city were put upon the track,
\Vhy am I to sufi'er such fearful torture? . I had to do it to but weeks passed and no clew was found to the man who
keep up appeara:cces in society. If I marry tl4at heiref-s fired the mysterious shot.
I can replace every dollar of it."
Kit Dennis, a new detective, and a young man, was the
He stopped short and clasped his hands as if suffering only one on the entire force who .did not give up the .pursuit of the criminal.
the most excruciating pain.
In the meantime, under an assumed named, he had
"But no; he will prosecute me. Ile will have me thrown
the acquaintance of the chief clerk, Joe Phelps,
formed
in prison, and condemned as a thief. But I swear I will
prevent him from doing that. He shall not have a and learned his ambitious desires to marry the heiress.
The next thing the detective had to do was to find out
chance."
There was a cold, crue1, malignant look on the face of the heiress, and form her acquaintance.
This was no easy task to accomplish without arousing
the clerk-whose name was Phelps-as he uttered the last
suspicions, but it was effected by a little shrewd planher·
words.
He passed softly and - quietly from the building' by a ning and the aid of some friends.
The detective was now on familiar terms with both,
rear cloor.
When Mr. White reached his home he found one of his though neither dreamed of his character.
With Phelps he was the jolly, whole-souled fellow, who
old acquaintances had called to see him, and Mrs. White
prevailed r;n him to wait until after tea, when her husband could drink a bottle of wine, play a good game a,t billiards
.or cards. They were confidential friends, a.nd Phclps told
would prnbaLly be a.t home.
'l'IIE MYSTERIOUS SHOT.
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him _many secrets which were damaging to his credit and
character.
It was midnight in a gambling saloon. Both the detective and Phelps were at the table. Wine had flowed freely,
and Joe Phelps was almost too far gone to have any prudence.
"I learn you are going to get married, Joe?" said the
'detective.
"I am," he drawled out in a drunken tone. "Heiress
to-hie-bet she's got loads o' gold-hie."
"Does she know you are only a clerk?"
"No, she thinks me rich."
"How do you manage to keep up appearances so long?
You could not do it on your insufficient salary."
"No, but I know how," and he tapped the side of hi~
nose significantly.
"Ye won't blow on me.?"
"No," said the detective,
'<weU, blamed ef I don't tell ye-hie-ye see I'm trustin' my life in yer hands," said Joe Phelps, leaning over the
table with a kind of a arunken stare in his eyes. "Ef ye
was to peach on me I'd hang sure."
The detective bent his ear over to his drunken compan-.
ion, who whispered:
"'I'ake it out of the master's till."
"Oh, well, but it might be found out on you," said the
detective with assumed nervousness.
"N ~ danger."
('Did no one ever find out on you?"
"No, nobody but one."
"How did you manage to keep "him silent? Did you
pay him part?"
"N o-thunder-hic ! Wouldn't dare do that. It was
one o' the proprietors."
'<well, what did you do?"
"Silenced 'im-hic !"
"How did you silence him?"
"Guess I'd better not tell."
"Oh, yes, Joe, you are not afraid-to tell me?"
"No, but-hie-ye might git drunk some time and give
me away."
"No danger of that," said the detective, jovially. "I'm
going to join the Sons of Temperance."
"Ha, ha, ha.!" la.ughed Joe.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the detective.
"Yer a good un.''
. "So 1u-e you, Joe, but ye've got me in an awful :fix," said
the detective.
·
'<why, how?"
''You told me you silenced one of the men who found
you out, but you haven't said how.''
A drunken smile played on the face of Phelps for a moment. He was evidently unaccustomed to crime, and was
an easy subject for such skill as the detective possessed.
"I done it with this," said the drunken man, drawing a
silver-mounted pistol from his pocket.
"You shot him?" said the detective, taking the pistol
in his band.
"Hush; some one '11 hear ye.''
''Through the window?"
''Yes, but hush; give me back my pistol."
"It was George White you killed.''

··--·-- -·= ·========= =====
"See here, you are talking mighty strange," said the
man. somewhat sobencd by the shrewdness of the detective.
'·Yon :fired a shot with this pistol through the window.
'rhe l•all struck your employer in the head, and he fell in
front of the firegrate.''
"Thunder ::md fury, hush, man!" cried Joe, leaping to
his feet. "Give thn t tl1ing up to me, quickly !"
"It was George White you killed," said the detective
coolly, without pretending to notice the terror and passion
of Phelps.
"Shut up yer jaw, and hand me that pistol.''
"This is loaded, I believe," and the cool detective cocked
his pistol and leveled it 'a t the head of the man, who was
rapidly becoming sober.
.
"Oh, quit-quit! What in thunder do ye mean?" cried
Phelps, again sinking in his chair.
"You are my prisoner.''
"You must be joking?"
"No ; I am in dead earnest."
"Police!" cried Phelps.
"Call them if you want to. They can aid me in this arrest.''
"Police-police!"
"Yell yourself hoarse, but if you move to escape, or to
attack me, I will shoot you.''
"'Wl1at do that for?"
"I arrest you."
"vVha t for ?"
"Murder."
"Mu rc1er ?"
"Yes, murder."
"The murder of who?"
"Your employer, George White.''
"You are joking?" said Joe, now perfectly sobered, and
trying to laugh the matter off.
"No, I am not; I am in dead earnest," said the detective.
"You have admitted the murder to me, and I. have been
looking for you for some time."
"What authority l1ave you to arrest me?"
The detective exhibited his star. Seeing tl1at he was
caught, Joe said :
"Oh, that was only a little nonsense I told you. It was
not true.''
Two policemen who had answered the call of Joe Phelps
now came forward, and the detective gave the pr:isoner in
their charge.
He was lodged in jail that night,, and put upon his trial
in a week, convicted and hanged.
The day before his execution he made a full confession,
which folly explained the firing of that mysterious shot.
Malachi Jenh-ins, a Thomas County, Ga., negro, confesses to having entered the matrimonial state just twentytwo times. Malachi's latest mate lives in Lowndes County,
and, being anxious to see her again and weary of the separation, he broke jail in Thomasville, Ga., and made his way
to her home. Suspecting him of having returned to his
family, the police went on a still hunt for Jen.kins. He is
now in his old cell, where he probably will have to remain for some time longer. Ten of Jenkins' wives attempted to visit him at the county jail in one day.
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NEWS ·OF THE DA.Y
According io Aeronautics, it is learnerl :from Allied
sources tliat a new anti-aircraft gun recently adopted by
t he French armies has given the most satisfactory results.
I n its general lines, the gun res2mblcs the famous 75 mm.
quick :firer; its recoil is rather less than 3 feet antl the
shell it :fires weighs 35 pounds. 'L'he projectile is fired at
a muzzle velocity of 1,870 feet per second.

mous cathedral city ancl !.bat tlie cathedral itself has sufferecl still further despite !.he Fta11dbags with which it is
now protcdecl. lt is estimate<l by a special correspondent
of the Daily Chronielc, who l1as just been allowed to revisit Rheims, that a total of 90,000 shells have fallen upon
the town. It is believed that 500 inhabjtants of Rheims
have been killed and between 2,000 ancl 3,000 injured by
German shells. About rr lrnnc1rccl more heavy shells have
struck
the cathedral Juring the past few months.
Forest :fires have done enormous damage to the great
u nprotected forests of interior Alaska and are rapidly
Miss Mary Hook, of Alphretta, Ga., has a large hickory
wiping out the timber not includeu in the national forests, according to Chief Forester H. S. Graves, of the nut which has been a cherished possession of her family
United States Bureau of Forestry. He e timates that dur- for six generations. It is covered with engravings made
ing the last :fifteen years there have been burned not less l\'ith a pocketknife in J 731. The work was done by o:qe
than a million acres a year. Last summer, which was of her ancestors, William Kendrick, a civil engineer and
unusually dry, the total loss was one or two times the aver- school teacher. The engravings are perfect pictures, alage.
though so small that the aicl of a glass is required to see ,
them. Tn addition to the initials W. K. and the elate 1731,
Report comes from Germany that the town of Mittcn- i.he pictures are a hickory nut tree, a hog, a cormqrant, a
wald, whose inhabitants are renowned all over the world fox, an eagle and a squirrel with its tail curvecl over its
as makers of violins, is suffering ,greatly from the war. In back and a nut in its p11ws. This was done in Virginia.
times of peace fully four-fifths of the output. of instruments went to the United States, but the difficulties of
Seated in his buggy, perilously near the edge of a
export nowada}'S have almost entirely cut off this traclc. bridge, the horse hanging· below the edge of the bridge
Nevertheless, tl1e violin-makers continue to produce the in- o,·er which it had falJen, a stubborn cow with legs firmly
struments and store them away in expectation of better stiffened, holding the buggy from going also, was the
days.
situation in which Henry Seivers fo und himself when
crossing Sweeney Creek, Cal. Seivers was on his way to
Although Nickerson, Kan ., has a population of 1,200, tho ranch of a neighbor, leading a cow, the animal being
it has little u~e for police judges and justice of the peace. tied to the back of the buggy. As he neared the center of
If Squire 0. N. Joslin, who holds the combination job of the bridge the cow ·kicked up a commotion and frightened
judge of the police court and justice of the peace, cli<ln't the horse, which, in its plunges, suddenly fell over t he edge
have a pension anc1 ome other income on the side, he of the bridge and out of its harness, suffering such inwould starve to cle::i th. ']'he sum total of the fees collected juries that it had to be killed. The c9w su ddenly balked,
by these two courts during the last year aggregated 25 and by stand.i ng pat saved the driver and buggy from going
·
cents. Judge Joslin a cl ministered an oath in order to get over also.
that. I n lfl15 there was one case, in 1914 there were two
•
cases, in 1D13 two cases.
M:rs. Hilda Runkel, of Newport, Ky., thought angels
had spoken. Until recently Mrs. Runkel neither heard a
No longer will Mary's famous little lamb have a place sound nor spoke a word. And she is twenty-seven. T he
in , ong and story at the Woodlawn School, Portland, Ore. other week she was vi~iting her downstairs neighbor -the
J11$teac1 the children there will sing of the pig who came Catilhs. John Catilla had fashioned a home-made violin
to school. 1t maclc the children laugh and play to see out of a cigar box. It was a fairly goo d violin at that. It
this ambitious -hotc come stretching into the basement of is good enough to produce "My Old Kentucky Home."
the school; un the Rtairs ancl into the principal's room . It Arnl that was what Catilla was pla.ying at t h e moment of
wiggled ib, c~rly tail in greeting until tl1e children made the miracle . Mrs. Runkel was seated. But suddenly she
too much of a fnss over it ancl then it rooted its way be- arose. In her eyes was a look of one to whom had been
hind the piano, from whence one of the hoys later clrag-gcd gi rnn a great revelation. She lifted her hand t o her right
it. 'rhe norcinc visitor liac1 escapccl from a wagonloacl car and then she pointed to the violin, and then again to
being hauled to town hy a farmer. Just when the pupils her car. And thus she made it known that she had heard.
were making a pct of the captured creature lhe farmer Each clay since her hearing has improved. She is now
came in rmcl look i(.
learning to make the sounds she hears. In seven days she
rnastcrecl fifty-two words. Mrs. Catilla is her teacher.
'\~j;.:jlors who have been permitted by the Frenc:h military "Mother" was her first word and "fat her'' was the second.
au!.horjt ics to go i.o Rheims say tliat Hmch frc~b cbmnge The words came painfully like t hose of a baby learning to
h as ken wrought by the lalest bomb:1rclmel!ts ui the fa- I talk.
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INTERESTif\JG ARTICLES
nnrns L"CflBASE DUT{LW WAR.
Wil d birds which were formerly shot as game liavc been
in creasing rapidly since tlie war· in France, Belgium and
other countries, according to T. Gilbert Pearson, Secrclary
of the :rational Association of Audubon Societies.
"For example, the French Go,crnmcut has stopped all
hunting," he said, "and the :Minister of \Yar has issued
an order that the sale of native game would not be tolerated. Ordinarily more than 1,000 tons of 1mti vc killed
game are sold annually in the markets of France, representin g many millions of game birds.
" Belgium in time of peace was one o_f the greatest birdcatching countries in Europe. More than 50,000 skylarks,
as well as hundreds of thousands of other birds, were ann ually trapped and exported from that country for food.
Our cor respondents haYe found that there was less hunting in all parts of Europe than formerly."
D OUBLE-BLADED HACK SAW.
T he capacit y and speed of the power-driven hack saw
has been doubled by a saw which has two blades, each one
attacking the work from opposite sides, thus doubling
the capacity of the ordinary single-bladed machine. It is
said to be possible to get 270 strokes per _minute with this
apparatus. The blades move up and down in unison, one
cutting on the downstroke and the other on the up. The
sawing is thus a continuous operation; both saws feeding
into the stock and releasing on the return . The device
m akes u se of standar d back saw blades and by reversing
them it is possible t o secur e full service from them. The
saw frames are of heavy seamless t ubing and are operated
in the usual m anner, but a novel feature is i traduced in
the method of keeping the work and blades cool without
the use of a pump. T he lower ends of the frames have
ball check valves which work up and down in the cooling
solution contained in the base of the machine, thus forcing
the cooling liquid thr ough the tubing and down on the
saws. This system of circulating the cooling liquid appears as efficient as it is simple.
NAVY LEAGUE SE E KS 100,000 MECHANICS .
The N avy League announced a campaign to enroll
100,000 skilled mechanics for t he proposed Na val Reserve,
who, the announcement says, would be desperately needed
in the event of war.
"With very little training," says the league, "these men,
already skilled in the science of mechanics, could be fitted
t o take t he places of veteran bluejackets at the guns, in the
engine-r ooms and in other vitally important posts requiring technical skill in the nation's complicated fighting ma- chines. T his reserve will include yachtsmen and motorboat owners who have already registered."
T he Naval Reser ve Committee of the league is circulating pet itions to Congress for the establishment of training camps on the P lattsburg plan so popula]." with the pros-

pcdi\'e citizen-, olclicr" _last smnmcr. A ,logan, "Ilalf a
million ~igirntnres by 1\forch." has been adopted.
'l'he committee members believe that out of lhc 500,000
signer~ of the petitions al lcaot 100,U(JO will register as
rnltwteces for the ~~n.val J escrvc.

BRAXCIII~(-L' Ole THEES.
8pcaking of the ordinary trees such as oak, elm, ash,
birch. maple, beech, chestnut, etc:., the English writer,
John lhtskin, in his work on "Modr'rn Painters" citeR this
general law: "Neither the stems llOr the boughs of any
of tbc above trees taper, except when they _fork. \fhcneYer
n stem ~e11ds off a brarn·h, or a braneli a le~ser bough, or a
lc-;ser hough ,t bm1. the stem or the brand1 is, on the insfaut. le;;, in diameter b · the exact quantity of the branch
sent off, and the., remain in the ~amc di:nncler; or if there
be any cliange rather incrca~e than diminish until they
send off ancther branch or bough. This law is imperative
and without exception; no bough, nor stem, nor twig, ever
tapering or beroming narrower towards its extremity, by
a bair's breadth, save wh<Jrc it parts with some portion of
its substance at a fork or bud, so that if all the twigs and
sprays at the top and sides of the tree, which arc and have
been, could be united without Jos. of space, they would
form a rouncl log of at least the diameter of the trunk
from which they spring.'~
J.\.PANESE GAMES.
One of the most popular games among Japane c children
is otcdama, played. with small cloth bags filled. with reel
beans. The number of bags used is seven or ten. The
game consists in throwing tbc bags into the air, one after
another, in quick succession, trying to catch them before
they reach the ground. The ic1ea is to keep all the bags in
motion.
Another popular game is ishikeri, or stone-kicking.
Chalk lines are d;awn on the street, making squares, in
which pebbles arc placed. The game is to hop from one
quare to another on one foot, kicking the pebbles.
In the game of mimihiki, or ear-pulling, two boys sit
opposite each other with loops in their bands and tr y to
lasso an car of the opponent. Another boys' game is kubihiki., or head-pnlling. Two boys arc tied together by the
neck and then they try to pull each other about, the one
yielding being defeated.
In mramckkura, side arc chosen . Each side stares at
the other, and the side none of the members of which
laugh is the winner. Even to show the teeth is to lose.
cleosh i is a game wherein two boys sit opposite, an d
pu h hand :igainst hand until one yields. In yubizumo, or
finger-wresiling, two boys match finger against finger, the
fingers of the opposing hands being locked together,
thumbs free . The fingers arc pres~cd against each other
until one boy's hand is pressed back or down .
Ikusa-gokko is a war game in which the youngsters dress
in paper u niforms, with swords _antl knapsacks, and parade.

TAKE NOTICE!
Itch Powder, Bombs and Cachoo
cannot be sent by mail. Only orders
for these goods amounting to one dollar will be accepted, as delivery wi11
have to be made by express.

1

INDIAN FINGER TRAP.
A couple can be jotneci
together •._nd their strug·
gle to be released only
makes matters worse. It
will hold them aa tight
as a rat-trap. and the more they try to pull
away, the tighter It grips.
Our traps are
extra long. Price, 10c. ea.ch; 8 !or 25c. by
mall , postpaid.
'0. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

MAMAS.

r: ;;.;t:r= ;a

•
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1
GLASS PEN.-Patent glaes pen, with nloe
1
dlp, wrltea like any ordinary pen; each put
up In wooden box.
Price, l0c., postpaid.
:woLFF NOVELTY co., 29 w. 26th St., N. Y.
GOOD- LUCK PIJZZLE.
•
It conslats o! tbroe horeei,hoes
fastened
together.
Only a very clever person
can t,a ke 1 oft. •.he closed
horseshoe froin the two
linked borseshoeo.
But It
can be done In a moment when the aecret 18
known. Price, by mail, 10c. each.
H. F. , LANG, 18111 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

c.d:J•QIIPI_.C.)

BOUGH BIDER DISC PISTOL!!.
Made of nicely col·
ored wood 6½, Inches
lon g.
The power !~
furnished by rubber
bands.
Ten dl1cs of
cardboard with each
~~·.\~i,J'_rlce, 6c, each,
B. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

Pll7 MOUSE.
It Is made or cut metal and
baa the exact color, shape and
size ot a. live mouse. Pinned on
your or somebody elee's clothes,
will have a startling ef!ect upon
~
·
the spectators.
The screaming
fun had by this little novelty. especially In the
presence ot ladies, ts more thn.n cn.n be Imagined. If a cat happen• to be there. there'a
ilo other tun to be compared with It.
Price, 10c. e._oh Jty rnall, poatpald; S for Ille.
FRANK SMITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

This Interesting toy lo
one of the latest novelties
out.
It Is In great demand. To operate It, the
stem ts placed in your
mouth.
You can blow
into it, and at the same
time pull or Jerk lightly

~t." I~:t 1!1:~:iny r:n:hea~in!~

0
0
1
~~1e~h~.J~~~ ~
rea.1, Hve baby. The sound is so human that
It would deceive anybody.
Price 12c, each by mall
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

WINDOW SMASHERS,
The greatest sensatlen, just
·~
from Paris. A most wonder\
ful effect of a smashlpg,
1
11
nft
~I'e'::tr1¥:n:ver~:
\'
ba>dy. When you come home,
slam the door shut and at
th e same time throw the
discs to the flaor. Every pane of glass In the
house wtlJ at ence seem to have been shat•
tared. Price, by mall, postpaid, 85c., a aet
ot elx plates.
•
WOLFF NOVELTY 00., 29 W. 26th St .• N. Y.

: .t''. :r::.~ wrn
'

THE LIT'l'LJI: GEM TELEPHO:i!"E.
The transmitter In
this
telephone
Is
made !rom the beat
imported parchment;
with
ordinary · use
will la.at a long time:
can be made in any
length
by
adding
c orcl; the only real
t elephone
!or
the
money; each one put up to a neat box; fully
llustrated, with full direction• how to uH
them. Price, 12c., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. llllth St., N. T.

RIDER AGENTS. WANTED'
· each towa to ride and exhibit sample 1916
r'' Bicycle. Writ<for apecial Qffer.
Ip on Approval withoid c centCeporit,
0 DAYS FREE THIA... ac-tual

tJ~,!i:!n;!!:ft!Toff~."";i~••%~~.:1ake"':r

wheels. lamps. parts, eu!ldriea. half "'31Uil pricu.
MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. LI 88 CHICAGO, ILL.,

GREENBACKS

T2,!!~E.9.J:~tt~t!irt;~&:~r~;

trouble, no foul breath, no heart wea.k.De11. RegaiD. manly
yfgor, calm. nerve., clear eyes &Dd npertor ment&l atrength.
Whether you chew; or ,mob pi~, et.-arett.ea. dgan, gt& m.1 In•
t€re11tlnR Tobteco Book. Wortb ltl weij~i 1D pld. Malled f"rce.

E. J. WOODS,

228 M,

Statrin E, New York, N. Y.

LITTLE OLINCHERS
With a pa.Ir ot theoe creeper•
oltnched on your shoee you can
dety the slipperiest Ice or snow.
No m&Mer how slippery the
road or how •teep the hill,
these . claws or steel will carry
you sa!ely over them. A child
can adjust them In SO seconds.
No nails, etraps, aorewe or
r1veta a.re needed. They will
not injure your shoes. No need
to remove them lndoors-stmply told the heel-plate forward,
reversing the l!lpik.es
under the instep,
They are
corntortable, dul"able and invisible.
Just the thlng for
postmen,
goiters,
hunters,
woodsmen, brake.men, miners
and all who would Insure lite and limb In
winter weather. 26 cent. a pair, postpaid.
H, F. LANG, 11115 Cenne St., B'klyn, N. Y,
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AWeekly Magazine devoted to Photoolays and Players

t... re

ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESICNS
New portraits of aot ors and .iotresses every week

t ries''

Absolutely the finest llttle publication on the news-stands

W- PR!CE 5 c ·ENTS

A COPY-..
THIRTY-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF•TONE FRONTISPIECES

(let e oopy of this weekly magazine and see what lt Is

EVERY NUN'BJl!el CONTAINS

. Six Grlpptng Stoi-les. based on the latest and best films, es:cll g;;,;;ij'usely illustrated with :tine halt-tones of scenes in the
plays.
Photographs and Blogl'aphies of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresaes.
Special Articles rell.lting to Moving Pi.c tures, written by the greatest autbo1i.t-!ES in the film business.
News Notes from the stn<lios about th e doings of everybody of promin•~nce connected with the Photo·ptays.
Scenario filnts and the names of all the companies who may 1-Juy the plays you write.
Poems, Jlngles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to interest bvth young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from yonr newsdealer, or send 11s 5 cents in money or posta~ stamps, and we wlll mall
you the latest number i<isned
•

"'fflOVINC PDCTURE STORIES," Inc.
668 West 2 3d .Street

ridhla

tel;;~Ws'T'f.':Mt"i,.Jn°nbr~e:r...bi•~:; anc1
eundriea. Do nae buvunti~ourecefve:'i!!Jcata-

New York

I
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682 Young Wild West's Rough Riders; or, The Rosebud ot the
Rockies.
683 Young Wild West's Dash tor Lite ; or, A Ride That Saved a Town.
Wild West's Big Pan Out: or, The Battle tor a Silver
Young
684
Young WI id West's Great S cheme: or, The Building ot a Railroad.
Mine.
Young Wild West and the Train Robbers; or, The Hunt tor the 685 Young Wild West and the Charmed Arrow; or, The White Lily
Stolen Treasure.
ot the Kiowas.
Young Wild West on His Mett le; or, Four Against Twenty.
686 Young Wild West's Great Round Up; or, Corrallng the Ran ch
Young Wild West' s Ranch; or, The Renegades ot Riley's Run.
Raiders.
Young Wild West on the Trail; or, Outwlttl::ig the Redskins.
687 Young Wild West's Rifle Rangers: or, Trailing a Bandit King.
Young Wild West's Bargain; or, A R e d Man With a White Heart 688 Young Wild West and the Russian Duke; or, A Lively Time on
Ranch
Young Wild West's Vacation; or, A Lively Time at Roaring
Mountain and Plain.
Young Wild West on His Muscle; or, Fighting With Nature'e 689 Young Wild West on the Rio Grande; or, Trapping the Mexlc-an
Weapons.
Coiners.
Young Wild West's Mistake; or, Losing a Hundred Thousand.
690 Young Wild West and Sitting Bull; or, Saving a Troop of Cavalry .
Young Wild West In Deadwood; or, The Terror of Taper Top
691 Young WIid West and the Texas Trailers; or, Roping In the Horse
Young Wild West's Close Call; or, The Raiders of Rawhide Ridge
Thieves.
Young Wild West TrapP.ed: or, 'L'he Net That Would Not Hold 692 Young WIid West's Whirlwind Riders; or, Chasing the Border
Him.
Thugs.
Young Wild W est's Election: o r. A Mayor at Twenty.
Young Wild W est and the Cattle Thieves; or, Breaking up &. 693 Young Wild West and the Danltes; or, Arletta's Great Perl I.
694 Young Wild West In the Shadow ot Death; or, Saved by a Red
"Bad Gang."
Man's Bullet.
Young Wild W est's Mas~ot: or, The Dog That Wanted a Master.
Young Wild West's Challenge; or, A Combination Hard to Reat 695 Young Wild West and the Arizona Boomers; or, The "Bad ,Ien· ·
ot Bullet Bar.
Young Wild West and the Ranch Queen; or. Rounding up the
696 Young Wild West Atter the C laim-Jumpers; or, Taming a Toul!"h
Cattle Ropers.
Town.
Yoi~gT~~.d West's Pony Express; or, Getting the Mall Through

-LATEST ISSUES-

t58 Young Wild West·s Grit: or, The Ghost ot Guantlet Gulch.
859 Young Wild West's Big Day; or, The Double Wedding at Weston
660
661

662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
870
671
672
673
674
675
676
677

678 Young Wild West on the Big Divide: or, The Raid of the
Renegades.
679 Young Wild W est's lllllllon In Gold: or, The Boss Boy ot Boulder.
680 Young n · nd W est Running the Gauntlet; or, The Pawnee Chief's
Last Shot.
681 Young Wild W est and the · Cowboys: or. A Hot Tim e o n the
Prairie.

J'or sale by a ll newsdealers, or will be sent to

any

address on receipt of prlce,s cents per copy, In money or postage stamps,

Oy

168 West 23d St., New York. ,

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

I F Y O U W AN1; ANY 'B.ACK NUMB E R S

of our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office dlrect. Write out and
fill In your Order and send It to us with the price of the weeklies ye u want and we will send them to you by return mall
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
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No. 48. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELEC·
Tft.lCITY.-A description of th~ wonderful
uoea or electricity and electro macnetlam; tos ether with tull Instruction• tor making Electrlc Toya, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
Containing over fttty llluatraA. M., M. D.
Uona.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK. RIDE AND
DRIVE A HORSE.-A complete treatise on
the horse. Describing the m ost useful horses
for bu1lne11, the beat horaes tor the road;
aloo valuable recipe• for dlseaoeo peculiar to
the hone.
No. 48. H OW TO BUILD AND SATI,
CANOES.-A handy book tor boyo, contain•
tnc full dtrectlona for constructing ca.noes and
the moat popular m&nher ot sailing them.
Fully Illustrated.
No. •9. HOW TO DEBATE.-Gtvlng rule o
tor conducting debates, outlines for debat ~s .
questions for discussion , and the best sources
for procurln&" Information on the question

RA.PHEB.-Contalnlnc uaerut Information rel'ardtng the Camera and how 'to work tt; also
how to ml\ke Photographic Maslc Lantern
Slides and other Tranaparenclea. Handoomely
tlluatrated.
No. 82. HOW TO BECOME A. WEST
POINT IIIILITARY CA.DET.-Explalna how
to gain admittance, couroe or Study, Examlnalions. Dullea. Sta!T or Officers, Post Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Dep"rtment, and all a
boy ehould know to be a cadet. Ry Lu Senarena.
No. 6S. HOW TO BECOME A. NAVAL
CADET.-Complete lnotructlono or how to gain
~dmlsslon to the Anna.polio Naval Academy.
Also containing the course ot instru ction, des cription ot ground• a nd bulldlnga, hlatorical
akerch. and everything a boy ahould know to
become an officer In the United StP cs Navy.
By Lu Senarens.
No. 64. HOW TO MA.KE EL ..:CTRICAL
l\lACHINES.-Contalnlng full direction• tor

I

:r:n~::.~ •. el:~~rl:~n;'~~~~~e~'oy~n~~c ~l:''wo°rt~':;_
slN~." GO. HOW TO STUFF BIBDS AND ANby electricity. By R . A. R . Bennet. Fully
11\lALS.-A valuable book, giving lnatructlona
tllu!ttrated.
Sn collectlnc, prepartnc, mounting a nd preNo. 85 , MULDOON'8 JOKES.- The moot
lnoecta.
and
animal•
oervlng blrdo,
original Joke book ever published, and It lo
No. Gl . HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
It cont ain• a
brimful ot wit and humor.
OARDS.-Contalntng explanation• of the genlarge collection or songa, jokes, co nundrum• ,
• ral principle• ot sleight-or-hand applicable
etc., or Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, huto card tricks•, or card trick• with ordinary
mortst, and practical joker of the day.
carde, and not requiring alelght-o!-hand: et
No. 88 . HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Contrick• Involving slelcht-ot-hand, or the uae
talntng over three hundred tntereattng puzzle•
riu•trated.
carda.
prepared
or apeclally
2
0
conundruma, with key to same. A comand
th~ ·rufe i ~~Wru~P 1~~Ito~a
plete book. Fully llluatrated.
Euchre, Crib bage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce,
ELECTRICAL
DO
TO
87. HOW
No.
Pitch,
Auction
Poker,
Draw
Pedro Sancho,
TRICKS.-Contalnlng a large collection of InAll Four•, and many other popular games or
structlve and highly amu1tng electrical tricks,
cards.
toge th er with llluatr&tlona. By A. Anderoon.
No. 68. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEllfiCAL TRICKS.
wonderful little book, telllns you how to write
-Containlnc oVer one hundred highly amusto your aweetheart, your rather, mother, staIng and lnotructlve trick• with chemlcalo. By
ter. brother, employer; and, In fact, everyHandsomely llluatrated.
A. Anderson.
llody and anybody you wish to write to.
No. 69. HOW T O DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.
No. 114. HOW TO KEEP AND lllA....--.AGE
PE'fS .-Gtvtng complete tnrormatton aa to the . --Containing over fl.tty ot the latest and beat
trtcka used by maglctana. Also containing the
manner and method ot ratatng, keeping, ta.mae cret of second algh t. Fully tlluatrated.
Ing breeding, and manactn1 all kinda or peta;
No. 70. HOW TO l\lAKE MAGIC TOYS.a lso glvlnll' tull lnatructlona tor making cacea,
Conta lnln&" tull directions tor making M&&"IC
Fully explained by twenty-eight llluoate.
Tey1 and devlce1 o! many kinda. Fully Ulu a...
tratlona.
trated.
. No. GG. HOW T O · COLLECT STA.lllP8
TO DO l\lECHANI CAL
No. 71. H O W
AND COI NS.-Contalnlng valuable lntormaTRICKS.--Contalninc complete ln1tructiona
tton regarding the collecttnc and arrangtns
alxty Mechanical Trick1.
over
per!ormtnator
tlluatrated.
et atamP• and coins. Handsomely
Fully llluotrated.
No. G8. HOW TO B ECOl\lE A.N ENDO SIXTY 'l',UCKS
O
T
HOW
72.
o.
N
to
how
GL--.EER.-Contalnlng tull lnotructlon1
\VITH CARDS.-Embra.cing all ot the latest
b ecome a Jocomotlve engineer ; a lao directions
and moat deceptive card tricks, with Ulus tor building &. model . locomotive: to c ether
tra tions .
w ith a tull description or everythtn c an enst r;:.r ~~ul~lw0
~~y T~~~1~!i
B ECOME A P HOTOGFor aale by all newad ea lers. or wlll be oent to a n7 addre11 on receipt ot p r ice, 1 0 eta. per co" J, ur
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
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with figure• and the magic or numbero. By
A. Andt'!ra on. Fu11y Illustrate d .
LETTE1l8
WRITE
TO
No. 74. HOW
lnotructlono
CORRECTLY.-Contalnln g full
for writing letters on almost any 1ubject;
alao ruleo tor punctuation and compoaltlon,
with opeclmen letter•.
No. 7G. HOW TO BECOME A CO NJURER.
-Containing trick• with Domlnoeo, Dice,
Cupo and Balla, Ha.to, etc. Embracln&' thirtyalx llluatratJona. By A. Ander1on.
No. 78. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY
THE HA.ND.-Contalnlng ruleo tor telllng tortune• by th e aid ot line• ot the hand, or
the aecret or palmlatry. Alao the oecret or
telling tuture eventa by aid ot molea. marka.
acara, etc. Illustrated.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TBICK8
WITH CA.RDS.-Contalnlng deceptive Card
Trick• aa performed by leadins ce njurera and
Arranged for home amuaement.
m&&"lclano.
Fully llluatrated.
~g;,ta1~·1ngH<:Wc!n?i~: ! 1ii1:~rr!t!~K,,f1:?e
myaterle1 ot Macie and Slel&"ht-ot-Hand, tosetber with many wonderful experiments. By
A. Anderaon. Illuatrated.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.
-Contatntne- complete lnatructlona how to
make up tor vartoua character• on the atase ;
tocether with the duties ot the Stage Manae-•r.
Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property Maa..
No. 80, GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.Contalnlnc the latest Jokea. anecdote• and
1
~~~idt~~rte9 1:~Y~~~~rw~~:;:fn~=~~:0 ~:ri:~
ored cover, containing a halt-tone photo ot
the author.
No. , 81, HOW TO MESlMERIZE.-'-Contalnins the moat approved methods ot meamerIsm; animal magnetlam, or, magnetic healIn&". By Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. author
or "How to Hypnotize," etc.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Contalntng the moat approved methods ot readIng the llneo on the hand, together with a tull
explanation of their meaning. Also explaintng phrenology, and the key tor telltnc charBy Leo '
acter by the bump• on the head.
Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully llluatrated.
No. 8S. H OW TO HYPNO TIZE.-Cont&lnIng valuable and lnatructlve tntormatton re gardlng the 1clence ot hypnotlom. Aleo e:rplaining the moot approved methodo whlcli
are employed by the Ieadinar hypnotlats ot ,
By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S..
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